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This report presents a computer program for calculating 
the equalibrium composition of a reaction mixture inside a 
combustion chamber. The program is designed to be run on 
any computer which has a fortran compiler and sufficient 
memory location. The mininization of free energy metnod was 
used in order to calculate the equ:iilibrium composition 
in the chamber~ A brief summary· is given of the theory 
and basic equations used to develop the minimization of 
fr~e energy method. A complete and detailed explanation of 
the program and the list of input data instructions necessary 
in order to use the program are also included. Sample 
calculations illustrating the use of the minimization of 





There is a need for a computer program to calculate the 
performance parameters of a reaction mixture inside a combust
ion 
chamber because hand calcuations are impossible to perform 
for complex propellants. Some of the more important rocket 
performance parameters which are of import.a.nee in evaluating 
a fuel are specific impulse, characteristic velocity, nozzle
 
thrust coefficient, discharge coefficient and the total 
impu1se. In order to calculate the various performance 
parameters the equilibrium· composition and temperature in-
.. 
side the combustion chamber, and the equilibrium composition 
and temperature leaving the rocket nozzle must first be 
calculated. 
In a rocket, the adiabatic combustion takes place at 
constant pressure and produces high-temperature exhaust 
gases which are expanded isentropically through a nozzle. 
7he exhaust gases passing through the nozz1e·give a rocket 
its thrust. The equations for calculating the equilibrium 
cornpo.rution inside a combustion chamber and leaving a rocket 
nozzle are similar, the main difference being that the 
reaction which occurs inside the chamber is a constant 
enthalpy process, and the expansion through the nozzle is 
a constant entropy process. This report presents a computer
 
program for calculating the equilibrium composition and 









· If no dissociation occured in the combustion chambe:r 
the temperature would be given by the adiabatic flame 
teillperature. The adiabatic flame teoperature may be 
calculated from the fo,llowing diagram and formula. 
Rea c.T, o ,v 
Te. M per, 'lilre. 
Ti me. 
AH~o;.4H~ rilrJ;,, 1 + LlHop 
3 
\' Consider a reaction involving two ~oles of H2 and ·one 
' 
mole of o2 which go es -to 100 % completion. If the H2 
and 




the reaction temperature can be, .calculated usin~ the 
adiabatic flame temperature eq_uation, and the ec1uilibrium 
composition can be calculated using a material balance. 
1n actural practice, the hydrogen and oxygen will not 
combine to give twoi moles of wa:te:r,but will give other I 
3 
products such a OH, O and H. lJn order~ to. ·calculate .. the
1 
·reac~1 
1on produe-ts,:·:·a mater1al:balance.:'.mustn.b'e ·ma.inta.ine.d wh1.J.:e·:; '.., 
' 
'S1multaheou·slY,',S01V1,ng; the following; .. equations: ·:1. :_ .. ' .. '. ;·:_.·l_ 
Complex reaction mixtures require many more equations to 
describe the system, and a computer program is necessary 
to solve the trial and error equationi. 
Orginally, thermodynamists theoretically calculated 
the performance of a few carbon-hydrogen-oxygen propellants 
4 
by hand. However, the complexity of the calculation coupled 
with the lack of high temperature data limited their activity. 
As some rocket thermodynamists attempted to expand the 
scope of their work, short-cut metnods of calculation were 
developed. However, these techniques invoked simplifying 
assumptions which introduced considerable error as the 
complexity of the propellants increased, particularly if 
condensed phases were formed as products of combustion. 
In the early 1950 1 s the first successful attempts 
were made to develope a program for calculation the perfor&-
ance of propellants. These attempts were at first limited 
to propellants composed of C, H, O, J, .Cl, and Fl. Since 
then other programs have been written but neither new 
ingredient elements nor new products of combustion could 




Further, the shortage of memory capacity in small and 
medium-sized digital computers has limited the complexity
 
of the propellant system which could be evaluated. Thi
s 
program is .. n~ither .11m1 ted.-·by the number or type of elem
ental 
ingredients nor by the number or state of the_ products o
f 
combustion. 
The two main methods of calculating the equilibrium 
composion inside a rocket chamber are the method of equi
li-
brium constants (used above in the H2 and o2 example), 
and the minimization of free energy. In the· first metho
d, 
. 
thermodynamic equilibrium constants are utilized to expr
ess 
the concentrations of other more abundant species. The 
solution is a trial-and-error one in which the chamber 
enthalpy balance and the nozzle entropy balance are cond
ucted 
as assumed chamber and exit temperature,tespectively. T
he 
second method, which was used in tais rep~rt, is a more 
general one and is applicable to all equilibrium reaction
s. 
Instead of utilizing arbitrary equilibrium constants, 
solution is obtained by minimizing the free energy of the
 
complex mi~ture of combU£tion products. The combustion an
d 
exhaust temperatures are obtained as part of the so1,u·tio
n 
so that these quantities do not enter into the trial-and
-
error iteration. The accuracy of both methods is depend
ent 
only upon the acauracy of the basic tl:ermodynamic data fo
r 
the reactants and the products of combustion. While both 
methods are equally rigorous, it was felt the minimizati
on 
of free energy method was more adaptable to a computer 
5 
.)., -I ,j 
solution; hence, the minimization method was the method 
choosen to calculate the chamber composition. 
This completely general program reads in all the data 
used in the program in matrix form. Using this procedure
 
the size and complexity of· the reaction is·· only limited 
by the amount of memory location available in the compute
r. 
The program is neither limited by the number or type of 
elemental ingrediants nor by the number or ~tate of the 
combustion products. For all practical purposes, any pro
-
pellant system for which thermodynamic data are available
 
may be evaluated. 
The program had to be written in two parts in order 
for it to be able to fit into the core space available in
 
a GE 225 computer. The first program calculates the major 
products and orders them according to which products give
 
the greatest reduction of free energy. The results of .th
e 
first program are punched out on data cards which are the
n 
used as the input data for the second :i;irogram. The secon
d 
program re-introduces the minor species (all products ex-
isting in relatively small concentration which were not 
termed as major species in computer program one). Using 
an iterative process 'by which .the free., energy is continually 
reduced while simultaneously maintaining a mass balance 
.until equilibrium is reached, the equilibrium composition
 
in the· combustion chamber is calculated. 
The following assumptions were made in the minimization 
of free energy method: 
6 
·' ..•... , : . 
7 
1. Perfect Gas Law is obeyed. 
2. Dalton's Law applies. 
• 
).Molar enthalpies of all species and molar entropies 
of condensed phases are independent of pressure. 
4. Steady-State conditions exist during combustion 
and expansion. 
5. Combustion is adiabatic and occurs at constant pressu~e. 
6. Thermal.and·chemical equilibria exist in tb.e 
combustion chamber. 
7. Isentropic, frictionless, one-dimentional flow 
occurs in the nozzle. 
8. Gases are insoluble in the condensed phase, and 
the condensed phases are irnmissible. 
The first four of these assumtions may be considered as 
0 justifed by existill!:experimental evidence. The only 
questionable po~nt appears to be the assumption of ideal 
behavior for the vapors of the metal oxides. However,the 
relatively small concentration of these vapors in the 
combustion products will tend to minimize the significance 
of any possible non-ideal behavior. 
The assumption that the combustion is adiabatic and is 
,. followed by an isentropic · expansion through a converging-
di verging nozzle J pepresents .~he,·.1deal;_·l1ln1 t1'ng, ,) . ' 
c.onqi t1ona ,of:. energy11ut111zat1on··:andi.overall.. 
efficiency, and 11s~ approached experimeritally in large 
rocket engines. In practice, the g~ometry'of the rocket 
engine may affect the attainment of equilibrium. A short 
reaction chamber may not afford a sufficiently long residence 
time for some chemical reactions to attain equilibrium
. 
The one-dimensional flow approximation is an excellen
t one 
in short ducts of varialbe cross sectional area. Ass
umption 
8 could introduce e~ror, :particularty for cases in wh
ich 
liquid metal oxides constitute a relatively large per
centage 
of the total mass of combustion products.· .. 
Frequently the measured performance of rocket engines
 
exceeds 95 % of the -ideal, theoretical value. ·Furthermore, 
the accepted practice for designing rocket engines is t
o 
utilize ideal rocket performance parameters and modif
y 
these by emp-1.rical corrections. 
The complete description of the program and how it 
operates is given ln the computer print out sheets. 
A 
detailed description of the input variables needed in
 order 
to run the program is also given. 
intermediate print out statements. 
The program has several 
These intermediate print 
out statements are designed to help the programer loc
ate any 
errors that may have developed because of faulty inpu
t data 
or imperfections in the general program. 
Since the calculational technique was completley 
rigorous,the accuracy Jf the calculations is limited 
only 
by the accuracy of the basic thermody:h.a.mic data used.
 There-
fore, this report is submitted as a completely rigoro
us 




















D.eveJoment at ,T£i1rn,tjon tor Wbe 1;41n1ro1zat1on ot ·Free Bbet[Y 
;Metboa. 
For any 1ncremente;]:· L change in the concent.ration of 
combustion products, there will be three contributions to 
. 
the free energy _of the mixture: 
1. the free energy due to the formation of 
new products. 
2. the free energy lost by the decrease in 
concentration of the reactants • 
3. the free energy change due to the variation 
in the total number of gaseous moles. 
The best way of understanding the free energy change is 
by way of exampleo 
Consider the formation of Nitrogen gas from its atoms: 
~!l~N~ 
A NtJ =- - .2 A NNa. 
Ll NT = .1 NN r ll l\J,.;a,-= - A NN~ 
At a given temperature and concentration, the free energy 
of the mixture may be expressed as 
r= =- NN [ l-\N (T) - T'5N (T) J ...... 'R1Nr-1 Lrv Nw 
+- NNl. [ H Na. (T) -· TSNj_ (T) J + 
RT N~,"\ .1tn N ' . T 111 + 'RT ~ -PT 
,, """ tJ.,_ N, 
9 
\ 1 







,,.,. 1 ,,, 
The combustion in the reaction chamber is adiabatic 
(constant enthalpy reaction), therefore any change in the 
temperature of· the mixture will cause a change in the 
temperature of the mixture. Over a short range, Op.AT ~ AH 
Since the reaction in the chamber is a constant enthalpy 
process the change in enthalpy for the reaction is: 
10 
A\-\ = () -=- ANN~ Ll-\N~ (,) ~ ~ HN l,)j 4- '2 Vj tpj ~T 
~ 6-. T :: - ( HN~ - ~ HN J A N 
$. Nj C~) N ~ 
lYL i:lT-:.. + k' 4 X 
The coefficient K relates the change in temperature of 
the mi1~ure to the change in concentration of an individual 
specie. The free energy change due to the formati-.m of 
a new product,. N2, and due to mixing is: 
· T-+6 r 
Ll F ::. Nrv~ [ H N,._ - T Swa. J 
T 
[ Ii - TS ] T+-4, N'J. Nl -+- ~ (T+ ~T) 
[ ( tJ r,l;i. - 4 r-J rJJ. ) ~ ( N N). + fl /'IN 'l ) 




-- ' . -,~-,,,.,,... ·---~- ~ .~ .. ····'""~'' ·-··--~-----
1(1 
The free energy change due to the dec~ease in concentration 
0£ the reactant, N, and due to mixing is: ,+41 
Af N r~ TS 1•-+A, ~ 
-- N L I\J - - ~ ,. . - :t ..0 N.i'), IF I\J~ TS,,, J 
-\- R (T+-41") L ( tJI\J _ -~ ... ~ NI\J '\ o __ ("'' · 'I, 
· ~ J ""'11 IV N -.JA "'N 
--- NN .kt /\IN J + "· 41' (I\IN ~ ilhi) a., 
The free energy change due to the variation in the total 
number of gaseous moles is: p Pl"" 
Qo) A~ -:. ~ (T-t A,) c. NT -A NtJ~ )lrr, 1 .. , - RTN1 ~ N, 
· Nr- A'" tJ~ 
By adding and subtracting ni ln nr to the term~ (T +A°\) 
G (Nr - A rvN~) ~ (- ~ l\l~d) 
of the equation 10.3 we get, f>T 
Llt::-=. -R{r-i-.AT)(ANf\1~ ')1M --P, -t- ~AT~~~ 
f R ( T-t- Ai) ~T 1,,,, I\)'{ _..; (_ ~T ~ .6 NtJ,J 
~ ( t-)T - .AN l\l~) J . 
The equation on the past page are the 1'unct1ons oi' AT 
and AN. Since A! = K4N the above equations may be ·reduced 
to a cubic function of 4N. First, consider the ideal 
contribution to free energy. From.the terms-
which come from eq?ations (8) and (9) respectively, the 





- ~ -4. NI.\~ (- '5 NO) AT + .ti t-.JN;i. (: ~ ii) t,T 
equations (11) and (12) may be expressed in terms of one 
unknown by eliminating AT by means of·equation (6), 









The enthalpy terms do not appear in either of the above 
equations because as·A T approaches T, The enthalpy terms 
cancel. 
at T=T, 
using the definition F=H-TS 
- :t A Nt,1'J. (f: No) + A tJN4 ( F tvt) 
Next consider the entropy of mixing. The parabolic 
approximation [ AX 
(t-4). ~ (x 1M X ) '=. .1'1< I+ ~ )( + X] 
will be used to calculate additional contributions to the 
change in free energy 
The terms R ( T-;. AT) [ ( NtJ:i.. - 4N N~) ~ 
(NN~ ~ 4 NtJ~ ) - NN h N N ~ l -r R · 41' (tvtJl ~ ~tJ~) 
OSM.. R (, +-4 T) L ( Nrv - ~4 tutJ'J. )k (I\)"" - =l A YuN~) 
-. NN ~ NtJ J + R· -4, (N~ ~·~ f\Jrv J 
which come from the equations (8) and (9) respectively 
may be transformed by use of equation 14 into: Ai::~ R (T+4T)c-:l.4 lv"':i. ') ~+ ~ 1\\,- ~::lll:,i] 
+ f\ (NN 1A, NI\J) 4T ~ I=\ ( T+ AT) 
(is-) ( 4 ~"'~') Q + ~ f\J"':i. -r A Nrv-.,, 
. NN1 
'R. ( Nl\)J. ~ NI\) ) Al 










F\ ( T -1- 4 T) (.- :l. .4 N Ill~) IT+ ~ N..., - :l. -4 I\) IV :i.. \ 
. l\J,.., J 
of equati.on 15 may be expanded to give: 
f\ T ( - ~ .4 tv N ~ J ( l" + k t\) N J ( \ S-. \ ) 
f\i- (-~A N"-l':\) (-')_41\)rv~ (y:>.~) 
R ~~ 
. ·AT (- ~4 r\lN;,) {·\ ~ ~ (NN)) (\ ~. 3) 
·R.4'T (-~4NN~) ( - :J,A(\)~~ \ 0~.4) 
I\) f\) J 
The term 
of equation 15 may be expanded to give: 
R.T (A Nrva ') (IT' ~NI\)~) 
RT (4tJl\l;.) ( .-6.Nl\l?..) 
t\) t\} ~ 
R .4T (Af\JN~) ( I -1r .iM ~~~) 
R. 4T (A rJrv~ ) ( 41\l,., ~ ) 











· The two terms 
fron the equation 15 may be combined ·to give: 
equation 15.9 may be reduced to an equation in one unknown 
by using equation 6 to eliminate 6T 
k ~ (-4Nltfi ) CNN-fm NrJ) -,. H ~ (AtJtJ~ ) 
( N,v~ h>, lvtJIJ. ) (I ~.10) 
Terms 15.1 and 15.5 may be combined to give: 
Terms 15.2 and 15.6 may be combined to give: 
Pir C- ;t 41\1111 ~) ( - 2 -<1 ,.; nJ'J.) -t-
NAJ 
,, . 







Terms 15.3 and 15.7 may be combined to give: 
· ,f · -4 T (.-:i. 4 NN) (I+-_k r,)N) -I- N. -4-r ( A ,Vil)~) 
(µ kt rJ,u,.) (1$: 13) 
Terms 15.4 and 15.5 may be· combined to give: 
The AT terms may be eliminated from equations 15.13 a~d 15.14 
to give: ~ 
-:H~~ (4Nf\J )~ ( I~ lrn Nrv) +4<R (~~~~) 
( f + ~ ( I\J rJ~)) ( I S-. I 3 Q.J) 
.3 
+- 1 k. ~ ( 4.N tJ:;.) ~ +. k fl (-4 rJrv~) (1S-. J-4~) 
NN Ntv:J., 
Finally, consider the effect of a change in tne total 
moles of gas on the free energy. This contribution, equation 
10.4, contains a term of the general form -J(>tlnit}1l1ere 
X = NT and X = - NN2• Because of the minus sign, tne 
same approximation used in the entrppy of mixing contribution 
equation 14, will not apply here. The desired quadratic 
must satisfy the requirement 
-A(xkix):: A (-Xk,,x) ~-~ti>, AX 
The term 
R Cr+AT) [Nr 1n, 11./r - (NT-AN 111,. ) 
~ ( Nr - 4 NtJ':J_ ) 
from equation 10.4 may be written as the following 
quadratic approximation: 
(N Tm11x - tJr) TNr l>'JAX ~ 
(Nrfr1Ax - Nr) ~ 
Equation 10.4 may now be written as: 
17 
(17) 
4 J: ~ - fl ( T -f. LJ r) C LJ rv /U'J, ) ~ Pr + R · A r 
f\J r .k-i.. ~~ -t--- ;e. Cr +- 4T ) f Ck, 1/JT .,. I) 
.... 
( ) /VT '4M )~ 4 Nr -r ( NTmAt - tJr)-,. Nm,11 -;: k N7mllx t'"' , ~; 
(_ l\)Tfrl19x - 11/r) :i, J 
( /'9) 
Equation (18) may be broken up into the following free 
energy contributions: 
- Rr (-4 NttJ~ ) ~ PT ( /f. I) 
I J7 
TheATmay be eliminated from equation 18.2 to give: · 
- I<. R (.-4 Nr.!~ ).:J. ..bn /Jr 
/(-47 NT )n, PT 
Air 
TheATmay be eliminated from equation 18.3 to give: 
H ~ (LJNAf,..) N r .kvJ ft 
1\/r 
-Rr( J/n 1vr-r1) ANT= 
-~r (~ Nr-,..J)cAN1v~) 
ThedTmay be eliminated from the equation 18.5 to give: 
- kR (-4 NtJa) ( -1/n 11/r +I) 4 Nr-= 
k~ (A/LIN~);;,. (.Jm fo.JT + I) 
18 




· ) A_ /II, . i· 
~.AT(_ NTIYIA'Jl -Nr +Nrm11-x ,(/)1 ltlimAy (4Alva) 
(NTmAx - Nr) ~ 
( J'i. 7) 
TheAT may be eliminated from the equation (18.7) to give: 
(I~ 7a.1) 
The equations developed thus far can be repersented by the 
following formula 
~ ~ ~j AX_; -t '"B.) -4Yja. + t_; A'J<J3] 
. 
..) 
The next step is to group all of the ·equations into sets 
· 20 
. 
The following group of equations have ( d NNa, ) as a 
factor, and are equ~l to Aj 
- RT JlM -PT (\~. l) 
+ "< R NT .ki PT \J 'r . ~ ~) 
NT 
. ~ 
The next group of equations have ( ~ rJ IJ~ ) as a factor, 
and are equal to B. j 
4RT 
NtJ 
~.ZKR (I+- ht NN) +- k R. (I+ J.m /l}Af~ ) 
- k I? ..b., Pr 
a 
The last group of equations have (A.niN~) as a factor, 
and are equal to Oj 
1/11(, + kif 
/\II\) NtV1 
211 
(I ~.Ir;, o....) 
(! ?. ~) 
+ Ir le. ( /IJrm 11 x - ll.lr )-,. II.I rm II x lni :fr 
T/J?lll. 
;i·;·:1 :. f\ ; 
ii 
/· l 






Now that -the factors Aj, Bj, oj, are known, the value of 
AX which minimizes bF. may be found by differentrating 
equations 19 and setting the derivative equal to equation. 
31} · C · J J 
Thus, a conservative approximation has been developed 
which can be solved directly to give AX. In order to 
maintain the mass balances, the concentration of any specie 
cannot become negative. At the same time, the concentration 
cannot exceed the maximum defined by the mass balances. 
These two restrictions serve as limits for the values of 
22 
X found from the solution of the cubes. As equalibrium. is 
approached, the approximate solution comes closer to and 
finally coincides with the rigorous evaluation of composition, 
temperature, and free energy. 
I • 
' ' 
ti:: :.::' I i 
)1' lliiJ.w . 
','•·! ·~· .. , ..... ~-··- ..... ~ ... ~~~ .......... = ...... ,,..,.,........ ""·- .J ':" 







A rectangular box indicates any 
processing ope~ation except a 
decisiono 
A diamond indicates a decision. The 
lines leaving the decision box are 
labeled with the decision result which 
causes each pa.th to be followed. 
A square indicates a starting or 
stopping point of a program. 
A small circle indicates a connection 
between two points in a block diagram. 
Arrows indicate the direction of flow 
through the diagram. 
An oval box indicates an input or 
output operation. 
BLOCK DIAGRA.M FOR THE MINIMIMIZATION OF FREE ENERGY 
Program One 
START 
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t E ,a, 3}/(a t'tfl 












erxr.a,ir f'C.P(<.r, JJ 'f-AXU,JJ 
susx:sus~-s X l!, 1J'I-Ax£r,1) 
BILL• BILL,.,., t1 "t-1HCI,J'J::,,. Lo, rrt,u er, 111 
t 
CPicr:ao,o 






X H=e. w,. F<.r,jJ ,,./#,cr,jJ/ t= F, r, JJ 
'f N = Z >it H F <.r,.1J 
X N: l. "4 F F(r,3,'tsFU,J) 
),J=t..o 
)(sa -=2 lt(-s~<..r ,J'J) ~ F,,r,'l)/ 1-·Pcr,~ 
) !. h Z.. ~-s ,r; U",JII 
x FT= z * F< ~ 11 ~ F ,=-,r,:11; ,= F Lr,3/ 
~Fr:t ~ Per,~ 
i Ls A 2 t ~ ,. ,,1 ¥ T ~(j -1Lo,,[> XCf,J/IH; l=Ff.r, ~1/,: FC r,J/ 




llf-= r rt /,f ,, v-r'I (((P/:(K,J}/FFa,JJ) 
'i't-Z//f 'f.('t,~J 
fl r:s. RT .-1. 1t7 v-Tv-(.££ F,.{K, 4)-Pr:-t.X,JJ)/ 
FF (r, J}J ~ uJ / ;11.( t 'J) 
r .. r r +I,, ,1 ¥ n C<F,:{'f(,JV,: l'(r,J) R·T-:: «r+1.,,1~ rvctPP(I(, JV FF a, ~J 
t , 11 ¥4' 1(1 
40 
"------i 1i T• Rrt1,,111t-TtCf..FF(t,1,J/p1<r,1l~-











XH•Xff·HFC.1<, 2,} ,,. FF£ r,,j}/ FF[ t.J/ 
"f..N a 'I.N-F t:C 1<,1J/ r: F ir,:J> 
0 
-4 
XL.S'1 ,.XL.":>~ -1,, f 7 ¥ f Jr(/tt.06F l 14-XC K,JJ J) 
~ F~ K 1) F(I,JI 
X r-r~ X F7- F C. 1(,4) Irr:~ (I<. i) J F p(.r,;,J 
Y. s s:. "-s, 1-s '<'-",JI >r r tl'K. 3,J/,: p(t,'IJ 
'I H = Yf'· H F"C't', tJ * F F(k,:J/ r-p<r, 'JJ 










~,.s,, "~L.S 1t-1.,n II rt-(/""'' Pl1t ~<.K.JJJI 
t FP llGJ)-fF(K.,JJJ/FP{I, -J) 
0 
Yt.l,t.? V LSA- l,'I I 7 rT,>, t 1-+L" f(IH~I(, JIJJ 
tao /:F(K,J')/FPCr;:11 
1F T: '/FT- F(I<, J) \'FF( II', J}/ FFCX.JI 




















;; BILL-:. BILL'°''' p._,IH(tr,JJ t l.OG F (14 Hr, ;1 
-0 
0 
11.l. ~ 8 IL I. ti, 'tf 7 >it A (( '{,1.) )- L.O t.F lltA(l,j)JJ 
C1st~su.1x -s ~cr,JJ ..-,+1.c.1;.JJ 
P 'i T -= C. PX. T + d. p ~ ( K,.1) >t-l't, lr,-1/ 
ij. Cy H-X H]/{t!Pxi .-1000,oJ 
t :.'fAI-X~ 
:. ~ t:r- x.1= r 
Jh HSlt- "LSA 
l3:,. 'Is s-xs.a L .,. "'"i • ,, *TJt(L.6, r-,~,.J-1j.J.,..i ,v.,,.1,01" 
-=H ~s<Js~ti:r-rXL'"+-Hv,a1L - , 
r "il'l.O, ,,, Pr}+' H ""'· ,,H,. SA )r L D<i, ( p r/sAJ 
: RT f' H t XS • + t #I 'f ll.' A/ T] - XN "rt~ *'·" 1 ~''°" I' l.$ lf-11)) .,.,, '191 rr* 
(lAAt-41 •s .. , t-s~,.. ... 1( ... c.o 'p($ A IS1,, MA-ll/ (1'14 -.,14 ~- .S l't} ""+ &) 














c 1: >4 ~ ( RT/T) +-t4 1tl,'f t7 ~,, ~,..114,0-~'41 1-S1tM1u. •1.0, F(s 14/s ,,.,.,,A AJJ/ 
( (SAl't.AoX-s It)~"?) t-X Al it-kl. 
C.P(t.:s} :.-(-83 +SI/ ,r,. (B~ ~ ... ,) -3, If A'J -,,.ej))/ (3 "('JIC::J) 
t P(I,1.)=-AI 
()E. 

































I P1 =, r: -tNf6 
K ':l,rPj,N HNI> IP1-=r.,.,vRo 1 




A X(K,1} ::.0. 6 
+-
-() 
~------:f.------, ) '1X(K,~)-:.A, 'JC(K,-' +ltCI,~) 
t 1((SS(I,l)-as(t,1J)/1uc,,3J1 
/ /Ulli. AX( 1<,j,1;. A X ( t,~ .... "' ~ l 'r,:, J ~(( ,s c1,,J)-u,r,;JQ/ 
8S(K',JJ 
CO NT I AJVF::. 
!tCr,3) -:JJH.I,j) +Jlr'l.{I,'JI 










}\,)'( K~) ,,vx( k, l}r~ P<.r, .T} w tl SS(t,J I 
-Bsc.r,1)) I 8SlK, iH 
(.Ol4Jf/Ntli 
"-------tit i,r,jJ:: ~ru:,:Jl-c! P(r,JJ 1r~Plr,3J/ FFU,J1 






























It Y(t.3),At<lf. ~-~~:...!..!...1!!.!U!!,!t:.._ _ _j 
r:l, Wio 
































M-> M1- 1 
6 
rJ ,:: X P :,4, D 
t = T4".003 
r:: 11 NRI 
J ::.1., Ne., 
C! P X(I, 1)::.14 7lI,J J -t-B 7(I,JJ ~'i:.f C 1cr,JJ •l.fl' 
tD7Cr, J} ~i 1tilt3 +' 7£tJ J 1'" l: ..-.-4 





C p J( (I,J)-;;;.i( r.J') tB ,c.r, Jl/1.1-c!tlr.JJ/(H,rl 
+ P8(.T;J)/( 'f t,tJ +£'8(r,1)/lt"'wi) 
H~ l fz JI F X P -1<.H F3(I,JJ-rf! ,A(t,.1J .-(i-30tJo.•JJ 
"l:}+1.(!,J) . 
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-, ........... ' 
n1LOWING DIMENSION STATEMENTS ARE NEEDED FOR ALL S~RSCRiPT
ED . 
BLEs·-us-eo·,~-,He-·PRO"GRAM·.-·--·-·rHE" DlMENSTON-·srATEHENTs-·ARE -




AME ~OR EVERY PROGRAM AND Do NOT HAVE TO RE CHANGED, 
D IMENSTON-El6-;-,n-;··A-("6-;4r;··A XI 6-,-4-1-,-HFT6-,-4 r,-HFY(~~-4-f, s{>Q"8T6-,-4T ----
-----








FAD STATEMENTS-IN PART BARE ALL THE DATA WHICH MUST -




us~EO IN DETAIL IN THE SECTION oF THE REPORT D~ALING WITH 
IMPUT DATA - - -
READ 1,NRO,N~O,NDEP,PT,HFT 
NRND=NRO*NOEP -
no 2 1=1,NRNO 
-REA°D-3--; t"HFTl--;Jl ,Ja1,NC!°OI 
? CONT I NUE 
no 4 1=1,NRND _ 
READ 3, !HF3! t ,JI ,J=t,NCOI 
4 CONT I NUE 
no 5 1=1,NRND ,----------------------- --
--. --
--READ--3~fs-2·qf(I-,-J-) ,-J:1, ~nro-1 
5 CONT I NUE 
no 6 1=1,NRNO 
READ 3, IS30001t,Jl,J:1,NCOJ 
6 CONT I NUE 
no 7 I =1, NRND 
-RE A 0--14 ~-r f(i T~ Jl7J-:i--;-N·c-ol' _____________________ ---- -- - -. 
7 CONT I NUE 
DO 108 1:1,NRNO 
READ 14, !CR! I ,~_,J:LNCOI 
R CONT I NUE 
no 1.024 I=1,NRND 
·--READ 14, ! BS It, J ....::c.J-, J-=-1-,-NCO I 
4 CONT I NUE 
DO 2 0 8 I =· 1 , N RN D 
READ 14, IEM!l,Jl,J:t,NCOI 
R CONTINUE-- - - - -------




- READ 3, I A I I, J-1-, J-=-1-,-N-CO I 
8 CONT T NUE ---------·-·- __ 
no 9 1=1,NRND 
READ 10, !Elt,JJ,J:(,_N_C9J __ 
9 CONT I NUE -
_ .. no ___ 1J _ _J_= 1 ,_~_R_NP~-----------------------
-----···-·----- ·-- -
no 11. J:j, NCO 
RE AO 1 ~, A 7 I I , J 1 , B 7 ! I , J 1 , C 7 l I , J l , D7 I I , JJ, E 7_ U, Jl_ ______ _ 
1 CONT l NUE --
no 13 __ t:1,NRND 
no 13 J=1,NCO 






















THE FOi.LOWING DIMENSION STATEMENTS ARE NEEDED FOR
 ALL S~BSCRiPTED 
-· v-ARI A"Btes·-usED-TN,Ht"PRO"GRAH-;-·--rHe·-orM·ENST
ON--STAlEME"Nrs-A·Rc- ·- --------
1 :~~!_~~_M_EI_ -~-sR_l_OEVEERY _ _P_~O_G_~(~_A_NJ!_ADX06!-J_~_TJ __ HH~V(_E __ T_Ol __ ~e. -~-~N_~_D_~----r-6--4·1-··--------) . D Mc~ N (6,~J,~ 6,4 , I ,4, r 6,4 ,HFX1~,41,S?98 , 
~ \ . DIMENSION S3000f6,4i,SX!6,4J,CPX16,4J, rF[6,4J,A7(
6,4J,B7(6,4J 
-~ ··--.;· r,----D1"'M"ENSTOtrC7r6,4 I , D 7 t 6,4T;-rrr6T4T,A-8T6,,
rr,-e-aT6,'ff,'"C"8T6,4To8'ST6,4 
'. , DlM~NSION D816,4J,E8(6,4J,HF31b,4J,CPl6,41,Fl6,4J,
CRl6,41,EM(6,4J 
J, 1~ART 8 . 
- -------
·-··· - -:.·---·. --- ---·----·---·-···---·-·· ----
1 
- ){~E RFAD STATEMENTS-IN PART s· ARE ALL THE--DATA WHICH -
MUST - -- ·-· -·-
; '• ~\\c: READ INTO THE PROGRAM. THE 1 MPUT DA TA W l LL BE DIFFER
ENT FOR 
:·""""~fClf-CASE-R"UN·~-1HtTMPU1IrA,A--W'FITCli-MU
S1B·ne-A1l-rNwn.LB ________ _ 
.. OJSCUS~EO IN DETAIL IN THE SECTION oF THE REPOR
T D~ALING WITH 









i · Ti·.E I MPUT DATA 
: READ 1,NRO,NCO,NOEP,PT,HFT 
-NRND=NRO~NOEP - -
no 2 I=1,NRND 
·-"-----REtD-3~ 1·t=rF'T1--;J--I -, J-=-1-, NC'.rO I 
?. CONTINUE 
no 4 I=1,NRND 
READ 3,(HF3!i,JJ,J:i,NCOI 
4 CONTINUE 




no 6 I=1,NRND 
READ 3, fS3000!I,Jl,J:1,NCOl 
6 CONTINUE 
no 7 I:1,NRND 
. ----RE A D- 14 , (F' F (l , J l , J = 1, N.C1) 
7 CONTINUE 
no 108 1=1,NRND 
READ 14, (CR[ I ,JI ,J:i,NCOl 
10R CONTINUE 
DO 1024 I=t,NRND 
READ 14, !BS! I ,-J-=J-,-J-=1-,N-COJ 
1024 CONTINUE_ 
no 208 J:1,NRND 
READ 14, !EM!l,Jl,J=t,NCOJ 
~:..:...::.--=---...::..:....__
:c_'--------------------
? O A CONTfNUE- - - . 




READ 3, (A!l,JJ,J:1,NCOJ 
8 __ CON_TJNUE ___ _ 
no 9 1=1,NRND 
READ 10, [E( I ,~)!J::}!_~.C9J .. 
9 CONTINUE . 





' no 11 J=1,NCO 
READ 1~, A7!I,JJ,B7ll,Jl,C7lI,Jl,D7_tl,JJ__,E
7.U,lL __________ -·- __ _ 
11 CONTINUE - - -
no _13_1=1,NRND --· ----····· 
no 13 J=l,NCO 




















~~-1 fQqMAT (31:to--;2 10,41 
~ FORMAT f4F15.51 
----- 14 FOqMATl4F10,2°1----------------'----
10 FORMAT l4A~J 
__ . - -1, FORMAT (5Ft0.5l 
i i PART C ~ ;-- -: /- -------.------------------------------
THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH THE PRODUCTS EXIST WILL BE ASSUMED TO BE lCl?.98 K-AS -A FIRSTAPPROXlM-ATlON,- --- -------- --- ---- - - --- ·.:------ -------------------------
T=29B.o 
~A 1 s- THI; TOTAL- NuMBE_R __ oF-MoLes-,--1 T 1 s --iNrT-AL-1ze-o--'fo-teRo-1 N TH Is 
__ STE_FI ·- ----------------------------------
SA:0, 0 
no 15 !=1,NRND 
no 15 J=1,NCO 
THE FRE=E ENERGY, F, _IS CALCULATED FOR EACH COMPONENT_•_ 
FIT, JI =HF It, JI -T•S298 [I, JI 
tfrAtl,JJI 1i;,1i;,91 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MOLES is CALCULATED 
91 SA:SA+AII,JI 
15 CONTINUE 
~INCE IT WAS ASSUMMED AS A FIRST- APPROXIMATION THAi ALL THE 
PRODUCTS EXISTED AS A MONATOMIC GAS, SAMAX IS THF MAXIMUM NUMBER 
OF MOLES WHICH CAN EXIST, 
. - .. . -- -
SAMAX=SA 
no 16 J:1,NRO 
no 16 J=1,NCO 
DO 16 K=l,NRND,NRO 
TFIA!K,JJ I 24,24,16 
THE MONATOMIC _GAS J_S _ _A_SS_U_M_E_D __ JO_ B_E __ 2/_3_J)F THE MAXIMUM ALLOWAijJ.J 
. CONCENTRATION AS A FIRST APPRQXlMATION 
24 AIK,JJ:[2.13. l*A(I,1l*lFFIK,JJ/FF[ I,iJ J 
16 CONTINUE 
no 17 I=1,NRO 
DO 17 J=~,NCO 
s 2 9 8 Is THE_ E_NJR_O p_y _o F _E_AC_H ___ ~_PE_9 _l_E ~-. -- _T ~_E __ MI_fU_X __ J__S_S~Ll!LJlL__S_~_c H._,_ _ _ 
A WAY THAT SOME LOCATJONS IN THE MATHix DO NOT CONTAIN ANY SPECIES 
RUT Jl!ST A BLANK SPACE. THE BLANK SPACES ARE ASSJGNSD AN ENTROPY 
~F ZFRO• IF THE ENTROPY IS SOME POSITIVE NUMBER THEN IT WILL 
CALCULATE THE ___ T_E~MS __ F_T, X_L_S_A_, RJ__, ANp __ J<_N. ____________ _ 
TF1S:?98lI,Jll 17,17,18 
1 B FT= 2 • -* F L1 ,_J L"'.'F.LI., 1L* F'F .JJ , 111 FF I lLJ ]__ _________ _ 
FT IS THE FREE ENERGY OF THE REACTANTS AND PRODUCTS BEING 
CONSIDERED ____ _________ _ _ ________________________ _ 
XLSA TS FQUAL TO 1.987*T*lt+LOG[A[I,JJI OF THE REA~TION BEING 
CONSIDEREU. FOR THE REACTION 2N=N2, XLSA SHOULD BE 
·?•1.Q~7•T•l1+LOG!Nl 1+1,987•T*(1.LOGlN21 I, TH~ Fri1.lOWING SEQUENCE 
OF STEPS Js._D_~_sJGN_E_O __ _r_p __ GJ_v_E_T_!:I_E_AB_QVE_ .R~-5ULT. IHI s STE..__P--'G~I .... V-E ...... s_____ _ 
1 XLSA=2*1,987*T*{1+LOGF[N2JJ. 
XLSA=2.*1,98j*T•l1,+LQGF[A[I,J)J) __ _ 
THE NFXT STEP GIVES XLSA=;•1,987•l1+LOGlN2)l-
L 9 8 7 * T * I 1 +LOG t N 11 * 2 _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ --- ______ _ 
XL~A=XLSA--~.987•T•(i.+LOGF[A[l,1JJJ•FF(l,11/FF(I~JJ 
XN IS EQUALI°-THE C~.A.NG.LJ.NJHLNUMB-ER OE MOI ES PELREAC1LO~N-·---
---









IN THF NTTROGEN CASE THIS WILL BE ·1• THIS STEP 
GIVES XN=~2+;, 
. XN=-!FF'!I,11/FF!I,JJJ+~. 




THE NEXT DUE- LOOP WI LL COMPLETE Rl, XN, XLSA, AND 
F'T 
. DO 19 K=I,NRND,NRO 
· ·-:)--- · · ·· i F fs2"·cifr K, JT1-f9~f9,, 0-
2 n FT:FT-F{K,Jl•FF(K,JI/FF'(I,JJ 
XL~ A=::>* 1 • 9 A 7 * ! 1 + L.0 G [ N 2 l I - f • 9 8 7 • T • ! 1 +LOG l N I l • 2 ~---- - ------- -
":-··- ·- -- . --·---- ----·-· .. 
1 .987•T*f 1+LOG(N?I 1 
XLSA=-?•1.Q87•T•11+LOGF r NI f +i.98?•T•11+LOG r N21-r .. w·i:i,·c
M-·1s·-·rHe·-------- ---
DES I RED RESULT. 
XLSA=XLSA-1,987•T*[1,+LOGF!A[K,Jll l•F'F[K,Jl/FFII,Jl 
RT=R•T+4/N+R•T/N? WHICH IS TME DESIRED RESULT. 
RT= RT+ 1. • 9 8 7 * T * ! r FF I K ·; J I /FF ! I, J I I * * 2 I / A { K , J I 
XN:-?+?-1=-1 WHICH IS THE DESIRED RESULT 
XN:XN-FF(K,J!/FF[I,Jl 
19 CONTINUE 
-- . A 1 A°Nn .. Ef1-- A RE--tHE-rw·o-le-R-M~c;--fN-·lH·E-MTN.I M-rzTrT
o-~-OF'-rREE- ENE-RGY 
EQUATTON WHICH ARE NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE CORRECTTON FA
CTOR 
FOR THF MOLES OF PRODUCT ASSUMED. 
A1=FT+XLSA-1.987•T•rLOGF(SAl+1,l-1.9A7*T*LOr,~(PTJ 
A1=RT+1.Q87•T•l-.51 
A rs THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE MOLES OF PRO
DIJr.T ASSUMED. 
A·n-~-J°f=-:-A1f(?., *81 i----------------- ---·---- . --·--
IF THE N11MBER oF MoLEs OF PRODUCT IS GREATER THAN f
HE NUMBER oF 
MOLES OF REACTANTS, THE SUBMATRIX IS ASSIGNED A CONC
ENTRATION, 
A SUBMATRJX IS ANY OTHER MATRIX BUT THE FIRST S
HEET WHICH IS READ 
.IN. IF A THREE DIMENSIONAL MATRIX TS CONSIDERE
D, THE SUBMATRTCES 
ARE AU OTHER MATRICES IN DEPTH RUT THE FIRST. 
Ai THOUGH TT IS 
I MPO-SS I Bi_E ___ fo --,~fAVE-· MO.RE--P-Ffo_D_UCf-THAN--RFfA_C_TA~ffs TH T ~ SH
OW-~-T-H-AT'------------
AL L THE REACTANT SHOULD EXIST AS PRODUCT. 
ASSIGNS ~UBMATRIX THE MAXjMuM ALLOWABLE CONCENTR~ffo~; 
. TFIAII,JJ-A{I,11*FF(I,JJ/FF(t,1)l 17,17,200 
200 00 21 K=I,NRND,NRO .
 ··-------
--
/ .' ------- ____ A I K , J I = A ( I , 11 • F Fl K , J J / F' F I I , U j ·. 21 CONT I NUE 
j :I- 17 CONTINUE 
I I PART n 
1! :!--·~;-ART D OFfOE°RS-fHE RE-fcfAN-fs--fND -PRoou·cr_S_Ac·c·oRDINA 
TOW_H_J_C_H __________________ _ 










no 22 J=~,NCO 
I i ·-·--·-THE -F-RF. E--E ·N-E-rfG_f_PE R-REA-crro-Nc·o N s ro·E Re·o-rs-CALC u LAT ED • 




L= T +NRO 
• 








,_4_0 __ F I_T__, J J_::F __ U_, J 1 •_EJ~ ,~J.•_A ( K, JI . ________________________________ _ 
2, CONTINUE 
___ NC01=NC0-_1 _____________________ _ --- ·----- ·- -- --· 
DO 2~ 1=1,NRO 




















 - -·- -----
--·-·------·--
--·-· 
t . ,J p 1. = J + 1 
r-·-;·H;;n-t~o~~-N-~=-i-;!;.~-~~NT INiTIATES THE ORDERING PROARAM, EACH 
!:- FREE ENER-GY--C-HA.NGFI·s-·-coMPARED"" w I TH--Att-THE "TRee··-el~·eR·G·Y-CHANGe·s--1 N ~ THE MATRtX ANO IT IS ARRANGED FROM THE LARGEST NEGATfVE FREE 
[
1 ENERG•i r9··-·nrE-LARGe·sr-po·sTTTVE-FREcEN"ERGY-C"R-,fN"G-E. -----------! 
!: ___ I _F__r_F __ ll!_J I -J [J_, l:_J J __ 2 3, ?. J, 2 8 
~. 28 no 23 K=I,NRND,NRO 
, THE FTRST ORDERING PROGRAM ARRANGES THE MATRICES WTTHIN THE ROW, 
, f S lNCE EAr.H COMPONENT HAS ~-1 ts FREE ENERGY, NUMBtR-·o·i: M·ot_ES ;ENTHALPY·~-------·-------
!~ -ETC, ~TORED IN THE SAME LOCA
TION OF EACH MATRIX, WHEN THF FREE 
ENERGY MATRIX IS ORDERED ALL.OTHER MATRICES MUSt-Be-·oRDERED" IN THE 



































S 3 n O O I K, L l = S3 0.0..0..L-U-.L~-----------------·--- ---·-·· .. 
~ 3 n O O I K , ~J I : TEMP 
TEMP=A71K,LI 
A7(K,Ll=A7!K,Jl 
A 7 I K , J 1 =TEMP -_ _ ___ -------·- ---· 
TEMP=871K,Ll 
R 7 I K, L l = 8 7 [ K ,_JJ ____________ _ 
R7!K,JJ=TEMP 
TEMP= C 7 ! K , L 1. __ -· -- ·--- ·-----·----·----






















--- -- ·--. . . 
l A81K,JJ:TEMP .. -...... TEMP=B8 (K, L 1--------------------------[ -··--·--------:: ~ ~-:-3+:~-~~~ ,_J_J ______________________ _ 
I · --- ---mt-r-~ !~ei~;J1·------------------ -----
~ CB!K,JJ:TEMP 
f • TEMP=D8 I I<, Ll.----------------------------
. ~ D8!K,Ll=D8!K,JI 
·. ·t DB r K, J 1 =TEMP ·- ----------.. . .. ---·-- --·-·-----· ·-· - ·-·
 .. ------
'.;-----..- --·-·---· ... ·--- - . 
·1 TEMP=EAIK,LI 




--------·-··· - . 
J ···-----TEMP=-FF-1 K·;c1------------------------
FF ! K, LI =FF! K, JI 
1 FF!K,Jl=TEMP 
:1. TEMP=CRIK,LI 
CR!K,Ll=CR!K,JI j CR!K,JJ:TEMP 







F.M!K,JJ=TEMP 2:f·cONT.fNUE_____________ --------· 
THE SECOND ORDERING PROGRAM,ORDERS ACCORDING TO COi UMNS, 
THEREFORE,THE PROGRAM ~AS REEN COMPLETELY ORDERED; FiRST BY ROWS 
THEN AV COLUMNS. 
NR01=NR0-1 










T Pt= l +1 
no 31 J=IP1,NRO 
JFIFII,11-F'IJ,111 31,31,32 
3, no 61 K=J,NRND,NRO 
K1:K-IJ-JI 
no 61 I1=1,NCO 
····------TEMP=F I K, I 1 I . -------------------------




!; A X r K , I 1 I = A X I K 1 , I 1 I 
ll 0 AX!K1,I1l=TEMP ir TEMP-;-er-1cT11_:__ ________________________ ___ 
i' F.IK,l11=E!K1,I11 ii -------··--··-·-·---- ....... ·-·-·· - ........ . -------------------------------
,, F I K 1 , I 1 I = TEMP 
'TEMP=HFXIK,111 
HF XI K, ·1i 1 = HF XI K 1 ;f11·-··------· .. 




HF·~-!K1-,-(1.}:TEMP -- ----· 
TEMP=S29~IK,t1I 









































- ... -- .. 
.. ·······-
_ 










TEMP=B7 ! K, t 11 _ 

















- TEMP=C7 [ K, J 1.1 
C7 r K, I 1 I =C7 ! Kl, 111 
C7fK1, T1l=TEMP 
TEMP::[)_7 { I< ,_T_t 1_ 
n71K, I1l=07{K1, I1} 
07{K1., T11=TEMP 
TEMP::E7f!(,J11 
F7rK, I1 J:E7fK1,J1 I 
F71K1, I1J=TEMP 
TEMP=AA [ K ,_I 11 
A81K, I1.l=AA{K1, I1 I 
A8!K1, I1l=TEMP 
TEMP::AA!I<, I11. 





 TEMP= CA {_K , U I_ 
CB{K, I1 l=CA!K1, I1} 
C81K1, I1l=TEMP 
TEMP=DRfK,I11 





_ TEMP=_E_A_! K ,_LU. 
F8!K,Itl=ER!K1,I1l 
F8!K1,T11=TEMP 
TEMP=FF"f K, T 11 
FF1K,I1l=FF'[K1,I1} 
FFIK1, l1l=TEMP 
























TEMP=BS!K, J1 l 
























































• A~TER ALL THE DATA IN THE MATRICES
 HAS BEEN ORDERFO, IT js THEN 
: , ______ P_UNGHJ:.D __ O_~J-~S ___ O_~JP.~J, ___ THE PUNCH_ OU
!P_ULJ S_JtiEN .. U.SE_l>_ I_N _ _ __________________ _ 
PROGRAM TWO, 
I 
' _________ . ---~RJ NT_1031 ________________ .. .. 
_____










































j . PROGRAM ONE 
1fl9A F0RMAT!1HO,//) 
-----P-RTNT 1ii;3 -------
1753 F0RMAT!1HO,i~X,45HTHE F0LLOWtNG PRINT OUT IS THE ORDER IN WHICH/ 
f - 110X,34HTHE COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN ARRANGED.12MTHE MOI.ES OF/ 
.Jl . ?10X,32HEACH COMPONENT ARE LISTED BELOW./ . 
-- - -- ---- -- 310 X ,--4-9·HTHc-P Rtn-o-uro-o·e 5;-N o,t-rA-YE-, o-S-ATrs-r:rr,r,frtRTAU 
~jl 4~0X,37HBALANCE AT THIS POINT IN THE PROGRAM.1 







! I , 
PR TNT 1027, !El I ,Jl ,J:1,NCOl 
-----~----~--
--- - -----·------~--- ---
- . 
•. 
PRTNT 1030,(AXII,Jl,J:1,NCOI --- ---
PRTNT 1101 
1026 CONTINUE 
1027 F0RMAT!1H ,10X,A3,10X,A3,10X,A3,t0X,A31 
·10 3 0 -FORM ATCiH--;-3 X-,AF'"f3-.-5-l ________ _;__;__'------'-'..c::....::._..:....'-=---''----------------
t t 01. F0RMATl1HOJ 
PUNCH 1,NRO,NCO,NDEP,PT,HFT 
no 1002 I=1,NRND 
PUNCH 3, I HF It, J 1, J:{, NCO I 
100? CONTINUE 
----DO ·10-0--4 -f = 1,-~j"R_N_D 
PUNCH 3 , I HF 3 i I , J I , J: 1: , NCO l 
1004 CONTINUE 
no 1ooi; I=t,NRND 
PUNCH 3, 1S?9Al I ,JI ,J::t,NCOl 
100c; CONTINUE 
-- DO 1006 -f=1~-NR_N_D __ _ 
PUNCH 3,!S3000II,JJ,J:LNCOI 
1006 CONTINUE 













no 1080 I=1,NRND 
P U N C H 1 4 , I r, R I I , J I , J : 1· , N C O l 
1080 CONTINUE 
no 1025 1=1,NRND 
PUNCH 14,!RSil,Jl,J:{,NCOI 
1025 CONTINUE 
no 1?0A I=1,NRND 
PUN C H 1 4 , I F: M I 1 , J I , J: 1· , NCO l 
1?0A CONTINUE 
no 100A I=t,NRND 
PUNCH 1, I A I I, J l ,·J=·1~-NCO J 
1noi:1 CONTlNlJE 





PUNCH 10, IE I I, J l_,_J=t, NCO I ___________________________ _ 
1no9 CONTTNlJE 
no 1011 I=1,NRND 
no 1011 J=t,NCO 
PUNCH 1.2, A?! t ,JJ ,871 t,Jl ,C7! I ,JI ,07! I ,JI ,E?l T ,Jl 
1011 tONTINUE -
DO 101~ 1=1,NRNO 
DO 101~ J:1,NCO 
_ p UNCH 12, A 8 l I , JI , B 8 lJ , J l , C 8 l I , J_l , D 8 l t , J l , E 8 (T _, J J 
1013 CONTINUE 



















.. !.~.Q~J~A~. ONE ___ _ 
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 PUNCH :5 , I A X I i , J J , J = 1 • NCO ) 
























































































































OIMENSJON E!~,4J,A(6,41,AX[6,41,HF(6,4l ,HFX~~,4J,S2Q8[6,4J 
. - --
DIME N STO N S 3 0 0 O l 6, 4 I , S X l 6, 4 lTc PX I 6, 4 J , FF' l 6 , 4 I , A 7 





.. - PART A . 
. ·- ·-T•·fE_F'_oLLO"WTNG-RcAD----STA!ElIDJTS-Alre-R"cAll-
-rtrF'lrmrnre DAT rm. 
PROGRAM ONF. RE AD 1., NRQ, NCO~-NDEP-,-PT, HFT -- . -------------- ---------.. ------. 
NRND=NRO•NOEP 
DO 2 1=1,NRND 
READ 3, (HFI I,JJ,J::1,NCOJ 
----·- 2 CONT I NUE 
no 4 1=1,N~NO 
READ 3, IHF'3 [ J ,Jl ~J=1,NC01 
4 CONTINUE 
DO 5 1=1,NRND 
READ 3,!S298{1,JJ,J:1,NCOI 
·--·--c; CONn NUE .. 
no 6 1=1,NRND 
READ 3, !S30ri0!I,Jl~J:1,NC0l 
f-. CONT I NlJE 
DO 7 J:1,NRND 
READ 14, {F'F'il,JJ,J:1,NCOJ 
----
- 7-COMT I NUE 
no 108 I=1,NRND 
READ 14, ICR!I,J),J:i,NCOJ 
10A CONTINUE 
no 200 I=1,NRND 
59 














. 200 r.ONTJNUE 
no 208 1=1,NRND 
READ 14, IEMiI,Jl,J~~,NCOJ 
?OR CONTINUE 
no A I=1,NRND 
READ 3, IAiI,Jl,J:1,NCOJ 
A ··co~.i"i'TNTfE 
DO 9 1=1,NRNO 
. RE A D 1 0 , ( E ! I , .J l , J: j, NCO 1 
9 CONTINUE 
. -- -- ---
--- DO 11 I = 1 , N RN D 
DO 11 J=1,NCO 
-~-~-READ 12, A7_(_t_,-J-J,-8-7_{_t-,J-J-,t7tJ,Jl,D7[I,Jl,E71T,J1 
_____
____ 11 ___ CONT I NUE _____ ' ________ _ 
no 13 I=t.NRND 
~~ A ~3 1 t:1; ~-71, J J -, 88 ( I, J), C8 ff,-~f)-, oa(f;·;:,-f-: EA(f;-J·l ---- ---
13 CONTINUE 
~~~ READ 1021,SAMAX 




RE AD 3, (.AXi I ,JJ ,J:1,NCOJ 




- - . 
































. 1 FORMAT 1Jl{0,2F10e41 
~ FORMAT (4F15.5J 
14 F'ORM.fi'r.ff10·.-~ (·'-------
1 O _ F' 0 RM AJ_J 4_A_~ J _________ _ 
1? FORMAT !5Ft0.5J 
_ 1 0?1 _FORMAT r F'10 .L5~1 _____ _ 
• PART A 
• 
THE PROGRAM NOW CONSIDERS WHAT PRODUCTS
 WILL OCCUR AT T.HE - ---------
ACTUAL TF.MPERATURE OF REACTION INSTEAD 
OF THE HYPOTHETICAL 
TEMPERATUHE OF 298 K. THE PRODUCTS CALCU
LATED IN PROGRAM ONE 
___ Wt LL AF JHE __ M_A IN SPEC I_ES _ PRESENT_, __ AND _
_ W_I LL BE TEJtt1£DjHE,._____ _______ _ 
~AJOR SPECIES. THE PRODUCTS DUE TO DIS
SOCIATION CALCULATED IN 
PROGR~M TWO WILL 8~ TERMED THE MINOR SP
ECIES. 
THE TFMPFRATURE AT WHICH THE PRODUCTS E
XIST WTLL R~ ASSUMED TO 
BE 29A KASA FIRST APPROXIMATION, 
T:!)9R,O 
7 =. 0 0 t• T ___ . 
NR01=NR0-1 
no j~2 1=1,NRO 
Tl-IE HFAT C6PACTTY OF EACH COMPONENT IS 












DO 145 1=1,NRO 
no 145 J:2,NCO 
THE PRnGRAM ASSIGNS AN INITIAL CONCENTRA
TION TO AN ASSUMED PRODUCT 
IF IT EXISTS IN THE MATRIX, IF' S298 IS A
 POSITIVE QUANTITY, 
TFIS?981I,Jll 151,151,150 
IF S29 A IS .ZERO,. IT __ A SS1G.N_5_ _ _A__VAL UE. OF.__Z~
_R_Q_J_o_..IHf__c.ru,p...o_SJ_TJ_Q~N ___________ _ 
MA TR TX • 
151 AXIJ,JJ:(1,0 
GO TO 1_4r; 
IF S?OR TS POSITIVE IT ASSIGNS A VALUE 
OF .005 OF T~E MAXIMUM 
POSSJRI E CONCF.NTRATlON TO THE PRODUCT B
EING CONSIDFRED. THE 
PROGRAM JS NOT GU A RANJEED __ lO ... CONVERGE_ .W
 IJ.H..J'.Hl.S_J.NlllAu...l ------ -----·- _ ---
·-·· 
AS~UMPTION AND OTHER TRIAL COMPOSITIONS
 MAY HAVE TO BE TRIED. 
THE TR I Al. ASSUMPTIONS WHICH ARE USED AR
E ARB JTRARY •...... 
150 AX[l,Jl=AX(I,11•1FF(I,Jl/FF[I,1JJ•.005 






no 152 I=1,NRO 
no 1;2 J_=_1J_N.c..O ______ _ 
Alt,J):0.0 








THE ~OLLOWJNG Do LOOP ASSIGNS THE CONCE
NTRATIONS TO THE 
SUAMATRICES. 
no 152 K=11,NRND,NRO 
r F { S2.9.8 It<, J LL..1.6..4,..16_4_1_1Jt!2 __ 
164 AXfK,Jl=O.O 
GO TO 152 
16~ AXfK,JJ:AX;I,Jl•IFF(K,JJ/FF(I,JJJ••005 
15?. CONT I NUE 





DO 133 I=1,NR01 




























,...,.__ . ...,,_,. ___
_ ~---····-·~-
------·-----·-
-·--- -~-- -·- ..
. -- '• ···--· 











' .,-:--,., ,.. . ... -
-
- ----
-- 6,t-· ' 
PROGRAM TWO 
t: 




AND OH BOTH CONTAIN H, THE P
ROGRAMER. CAN TELL BY (OOK I NG, BUT .
 
THE COMPUTE.A MUST RE TOLD. IN A
.MATRIX TERMED EM ALL COM
PONENTS·-------
• CONTAINING HARE GIVEN A SP
ECIFIC NUMBER SUCH AS 5, WH
EN TME 
. ·-···coMPUTER-·scANS-1HE-··M-A"TRlX
11CAN TELL-- -A1.L-- SP-A-cEs··c-oNTA
TNTtftr',HE 
·NUMBER 5 CONTA 1 N H, THE EM STA
TEMENT IS EXPLA T NED. IN MORE 







IF (EM I I, 1 J ~EM l J, 11) 133,134,133 
CR IS SIMILAR ro····i:r AND rs EXPLAINED
 IN MORE DETAlC-lN- THc-IHPUT 
DATA SECTION. CR iS A DEVICE FO
R MAINTAINING A MATERIAL BALANCE
 






















13 3--c O N'T nnJE--
P RT NT 1100 
1100 F'ORMAT[1H1,1ox,·20HPRtNT OUT N
UMBER TWO) - -- -------· - . 
PRTNT 1101 
1101 FORMAT!1HO,//) 









t104 F6AMAT[1H ,10X,i;OHTH~ MOLES OF 
EACH COMPONENT LISTED BELOW SHO
ULD 
1AE / 10 X, 54HPOS IT I VE I NT EGE RS. 
THE RE ACT ANTS TN ·co{UMN ONE Of:" TH
E/ 
210X,51HPRIMARY MATRIX SHOULD 
SATISFY THE MATFRIAL BALANCE,! 





11. 0 3 
• 1108 
PRINT 1103,[E!I,Jl,J:1,NCOI 
PR r NT 11 n·a·,-r' A x·rc, J·1, J=1, Nco·1--
--







1109 FORMAT{1H0,10X,22HPRINT OUT N
UMBER THREEJ 
PRTNT 11fl1 
ACPX Is FQUAL TO THE SUM OF T
HE HEAT CAPACITIES TIMES THE 
NUMBER OF MOLES FOR EACH COMP
ONENT. IT IS INITIAi.IZED TO 
lERO IN THIS STEP. ·- --- --- --· -
ACPX=O.O 
AHFX IS FOUAL TO THE SUM OF THE
 ENTHALPIES TIMES fME NUMRER O
F 
~OLE s !='OR E ACM COMPONENT. t












00 33 I=1,NRO 







rFrAX( I ,J_l_l -~_3_.,_3_3,63_ -·-----·------·· ··-·--
--
6~ ACPX:ACPX+AX(l,11•CPX[l,1l 
IF(HFX[l,111 64,65,64 _ 
64 AHFX=AHFY+AXrI,1l•HF'X[l,1l 
PA RT C . ----·-·-·--- ____ ------------------
---···-·-
·· ----
PART C COMBUSTION CHAMBEA CA
LCULATION 
THE TFMPl=RATIJRE AT WHICH. THE PR
ODUCTS EXISTS TS EtllJAL TO OT, 
THE 
• CALCULATION ASSUMES THAT THE 
HEAT CAPACITIES AND ENTHAPIES
 ARE 
I NDEPE:NDENT or TEMPt:RATURE. 
THE HEAT CAPAC IT I Es AND ·eNTHA
LP I Es ARE ' 
DEPENDENT _Q_N__!_~_M__PE~.~.l~RE ~ SO TH IS
 IS ONLY A CRUJ)_t APPROX I HAT I ON, 
. . 































THE FOi LOWING SEQUENCE OF STEPS GIVES AN EXACT TEMPERATURE. 
M Is- -A -COUNTER ___ U_SED-TN_T_H_f_fEMP-ERAruRE--E\/AiuiT-I ON -iE-CT IO_N _____ ----
M=n 
THF. TFMPF-RfTURE IS INCREMENTED IN 5 DEGREF INTERVALS, THE -
PROGRAM noES NOT CONTAIN ANY PROVISION FOR MAKING THE TEMPERATURE 
-- , CALCULA fiON CONVERGE IF THE ASSUMED- TEMPERATURE-IS ASSUMED TO -'~------
RE LARGER THAN THE ACTURAL TEMPERATURE. BY ASSUMING A 
TEMPERATUl1E 500- DEGRt:ES LESS THAN THE DT TEMPERATURE CALCULATED 
IT Is AssuMED THAT THIS FIRST APPROXIMATION TEMPERATURE WILL BE 
LESS THAN THE ACTUAL- TEMPERATURE AND WILL THUS CONVERGE. -





THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS A SAFTEY FAClOR. IF THF TEMPERATURE 
... C_ALCUl_Ar T_ON DOES_ NOT _CONVERGE_ BY __ 80 O O K, THE PROG_F»LW t LL COUI NUE ______ _ 
TFfT-8000.01 35,35,43 
THE HFAT CAPACITY,F.NTHALPY,ANO ENTROPY DATA ARE RFAD INTO THE 
PROGPAM FOR TWO TEMPERATURE RANG~S, ABOVE AND AELOW \200 K. THE 
IF STATEMENT TELLS THE PROGRAM WHICH SET OF DATA Tn USE. 
~i; tFrT-1?00.l 16,36,37 
_______ 36 00 _3Q J =t, NMC ___ ------------------- __ _ 
cPX!I,1J=A7(I,1J+B7rt,1J•Z+C7[1,1l•2••2+D7[T,11•2••3+E7!I,1J•Z••4 
HFXP IS THE ENTHALPY OF A COMPONENT AT A PARTICULAR TEMPERATURE, 
HFXP=HFXP+!HFXII,11+CPX!I,1l•IT-298.0Jl•AXIT,11 
39 CONTINUE 
GO TO 41 
________ 37 ___ 00 AO ___ L=t,NMC________________ _ ________________ ----- -------
cPX ! I, 11 =AA I I, 11 +88 I I, 1 J / Z+C8 I I, 1 I/ I 2••21 +DR r I, 11 / i 2••31 
CPxrI,1l=CPX!I,1l+E8[1,1l/(2••4J 
HFXP=HFXP+!HF3! I,11+CPXI Id l•!T-3000.01 l*AX( 1,11 
40 CONTINUE 
X IS T~E DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ENTHALPY OF TH~ PRnDUCTS AND 
. ____ RE AC TA ~ls_. ___ S.lN CE __ lHJ_s ___ I S_A_C ON STANT _ _E_NJ_H A.LP_Y ___ P_ROJ~_E_S_s_w_H_E_N ___ ----------
x IS ZERO THE PROGRAM HAS CONVERGED AT THE PROPER TEMPERATURE, 
41 X=HFT-HFXP . 
THE FlRST TIME THROUGH THE LOOP X1:X, AFTER THE PROGRAM HAS 
__ GONE THRQUGH __ J_!;E __ LOO~ ___ ONC_E__J_T_ __ ~OES _ TO ___ SJATJ:M_E_Nl__ 11_L_ ____________________ _ 
IFIM-11 110,110,111 
__ y F x _ ls ZERO_ J_T_..MEAN_ MEAN_s __ J_H_E __ PR_O_G_~~11_H_A_S_C_OJL'lERGEJL~N.D _ _I.H_E ______ _ 
PROGRAM PROCEEDS ONTO THE NEXT SET OF CALCULATIONS. tF' X TS 
_ __ NEG AT I VE __ lT_ __ G O E_S_1_Q __ $_TA1EMENl __ 4 ~ __ A_N_O_ J_E__e_o_SJllV_E_'[_o_SJAl.E.MEN T_ __ 13_1. __ 
AFTER GOING THROUGH BOTH STATEMENTS 42 OR 131 THE PROGRAM GOES TO 
STATEMENT 1_06,_ _ __ _____________ _ ________________ _ 
111 IF!Xl 42,43,131 
_ ··-- _ 42 ____ 7_:_-..1.._o__ ____________________________ _ 
' GO TO 106 
1.31 -,::1 ..• 0. --------·- -···· - ---- --- . . ----- - -- - - - - ---------------
~TATEMENT 106 CHECKS TO see IF THE PRECEDING ITERATION WAS 
• POS l Tl VE._ .OR .NEGAll_VE •---- ·--------- ________________ -----·---------------------·----------- --~- -----------------
IF IT WA~ NEGATIVE IT ASSIGNS W EQUAL TO -i,IF IT WAS POSITIVE 




'_. , I 







106 1Frx11 107,138,138 
·--f O ,-\.r=-..;-1 • 
GO TO 109 . 
13R W=1 , 0 . -
• STATEMENT 109 CHECKS TO SEE IF X HAS CHANGED SIGN FROM THE 
--PRECED 1 Nr,··-·-rTE.R°A"T I oN·~--TF-iT--cH ANG ES ·-s-rG·N-·tr·-Musr··-,:fAVE:--G·o·Nc -
THROUGH X:O, JF X CHANGED SIGN IT MUST HAVE CONVERGED WTTHlN 
·-- ·- -·· 
··-.-5 K ··o F'"THE--CA'ST1EMP'ERATURE-C"Al:(;Ul:ATE1l-. -rrrc·A-A"ffG"E"S-ST[N-,-,,1 r--------
pR o CE~ D S WITH THE NEXT PROGRAM, OTHERWISE IT REPEATS THE LOOP 
UNTIL X r,1-JANGES SIGN AND-THE PROGRAM-CONVERGES.-----------.;-·---
10Q 1FIZ-WI 43,it0,43 
-· 
- -. -·- ----
- -----·---------
-----





GO TO JB 
.•.. - -- ---
4 ~ M2=0 
PART n 
PART D CALCULATES THE MINOR SPECIES. THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM IS 
V~RY SIMtLAR TO THE CALCULATION OF THE MAJOR SPECTFS OF PROGRAM 
ONE, 
Z=T•,001 
THE NllMBF;R OF MOLES OF' REACTANT AND PRODUCT IS AGATN INITIALIZED 
TO ZERO 
PRTNT 1110,T 
1110 F0RMAT[1H ,10X,48HTHE TEMPERATURE Ar wHlCH jHE .RE[CTION OCCURS Is 
1F10,4/10X,59HlF THE TEMPERATURE IS EQUAL TO 8000 DEGREES THE TEMPE 
?RA TUPE ifnY:-iA-l{c-rct·otff1fo-IffD-NOT--c-o-N\,-E_R_GE, 1 
PRTNT 1111 
1111 FORMAT[1H1,10X,?1HPR1NT OUT NUMBER (OURJ 
A3? SA:0,0 












00 144 I :1, NRND 
no 144 J:1,NCO 
IF AX,THF NUMBFR OF' MOLES OF A PARTICULAR SPECTES, IS POSITIVE IT 
GOES TO STATEMFNT t54, 
TF!AX!I,JJJ 144,144,154 
STATEMENT 154 CHECKS TO SEE IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THROUH THE 
LOOP. IF- n-rs-THE--F"IRST--TIME--THROUGH THE LOOP-THE TOTAL NUMBER----·---
OF MOLES OF PRODUCTS .AND REACTANTS SA WILL BE CALr.llLATED. 
IF THTS TS NOT THE FIRST TIME THROUGH THE PROGR~M; THE S~M ~F THE 
MOLES OF RFACTANTS-ANO PRODUCTS IN THE FIRST MATRIX WILL 8E 
c A L C 11 L A T F O . THE S lJ M OF ·r HE MOLES OF PRODUCTS OF THE SU 8 M AT R l CE S 
------
-. - - -- ---- .. --
OOES NOT HAVE TO BE CALCULATED AFTER THE FtRST TIMF THROUGH THE Loo P • ·- --- - -·---- ----- -- --·------ --
154 IF[M2·11 66,66,163 
66 TFII-NROI ·1:63,163,144 . .. . . . 
16~ SA:SA+AX!I,Jl 
144 CONTTNUE 
N RO P 1 : N RO+ 1· 
no 4d I=1,NRND 
DO 44 J=1, NCO _ _ __ -·-· _ _ __ _ _____ _ __ _ 
IF' THE NUMBER OF MOLES OF COMPONENT AX IS POSITIVE THE HEAT 
• CAPACTTY !CPXJ, THE ENTHALPY (HFl, THE ENTROPY (SXJ, AND THE 
FREE ENERl;y ·cF' i- w 1 LL· ae CAL COLA Teo. 









STATE~ENT 67 SHOWS THE COMPUTER WHICH SET O
F DATA TO USE, THE 
·s-ET-nu:~· T LESS THAN .. 120·0 K OR THE SET FOR TGRE-
-A---T---ER_T,_H_A_N_,1_2-=-o-o-.Ke.--,-------
6? iFrT-1~00.0l 45,45,4~ 
. 
45 CP~ I J ~-Jf~ A;· tT,·J I ·+87 r r,-:ff•-f+-C7 t I ,-Sf•f,;·,_-2-+D? r T , J J •7•
•~+1ffrt·~-Jl*Z••_4_ ------- ----
HF r I, J J =HF~ (I, J J +CPX ( t, J J • r T-298. 0 J 
!=;X tr ,-J 1=s29aTLJ°1 +cPxr~Jr•LoGFfrT2·ciA-:-o, 




AO TO .444 
4 h r. PX f I , J I =AA I t , J I + 8 8 { I , J 1 / Z + C 8 I I , J J / I 7 • *? I +DA f l_
,_~ I/_ r 7-*._* 3 I ______________ _ 
r.PX[T,Jl=CPX!I,Jl+E8tl,Jl/(Z••4J ' 
HFrI,Jl=HF3[1,JJ+CPX(I,JJ•IT-3000,0I 
S X r I , J l = S 3 n O ii ( I , J I + C P X t I , J I * L O G F ( T / 3 0 0 0 . -0 J ··- -·- - - ·- . 






r,PxT TS THE SUM OF THE HEAT CAPACITIES TIMFS
 THE NIIMRER oi:- MOLES 
FOR FACH CO~PONENT. 
444 r.P'lCT= 0. 0 












RTLL TS THE SU~ OF THE QUANTITIES 1,987*AX(I,Jl•LOGF[A
XlI,Jll 
FOR EACH COMPONENT. 
RILL=O.O 
THE FTRST TIME T~ROUGH THE PROGRAM IT GOES 
TO STATFMENT 74. THE 
~FCOND A ND SUCCEED I NG_ TI MES_ THE __ PROGRAM_ GOF
S TO ST A TEME..:.::N_,__T_Q-'-'6=-','-------
T Fr M?-11 74,74,96 
Qf, no 71 I=1,NRO 
DO 7j J=1,NCO 
IF T~F MATRIX LOCATION HAS A REAL COMPONENT 
WTTH A NON NEGATIVE 
• C C1 NC E ~1 TR A T I ON C P X T , SUS X , A ND 8 I LL W ILL BE 
C A L CUL A TEO FOR THE 
PRODUCTS AND REACTANTS _IN _THE _PR_IMAR_Y MATRIX
, ___ JF THE MATRIX_HAS ______ ····-·-·----- .. 
A NON NEGATIVE CONCENTRATION AND IT IS THE F
IRST TjME THROUGH 
'THE LOOP CPXT,susx, AND BILL WILL Be CAL
CULATED FOR THE REACTANTS 
OF THE PRIMARY MATRIX, 
IFrSX[I,JlJ 71,71,72 
7? TFrAX!I,JJ l 71,71,333 





~U~X=SIISX-SX [I, JJ •AX I I, J J 
RILL=8ILL+1,987•AXI I,J1•LOGF(AX( I,JJ l 
71 CONT I NlJE 




no 48 J=?,NCO 
. TF TH~. MATRJX_J:!_A_S. ___ A ___ NQ_N_t{E_G.A.I.I_V_~j:_O_~_C_E_Nl_Fl~Jj_QJ(1-__
 A_N=D_I"-'T.........._I""""S.....,TIJ.1.J,Hc-.E _____ _ 
rlRST TIMF. THROUGH THE LOOP CPXT,SUSX, AND.
BTLL WTLL BE 
... .C.A LC UL AT F. D F .0 fL.IHE_ RJACIA N.l.S OF TH e__e_RJ.l..!M=A R!..!..Y
.L.-!..M'-C!.A_TL. LLR I,._,X,_., ___________ __ 
JFrAX(I,Jl I 48,4B,80J 


















_ no .. 7.0 K=1, NRO 
CPXT=CPXT+CPXIK,1l•AX(K,11 
• 
___ susx=s.usx-.sx I K ,1.1.•AX tK,11. ____________________
_____
 . ···---
A I LL =BI LL+i. 987•A X l K, 1 J •LOGF I AX I K, 111 

























tF THF MARJX LOCATION HAS A REAi COMPONENT, STATEMFNTS 92 TO 
335 
-c·A-i.:c ul A,E->ri:t, Y H, x N7V-N-;xs·e-;-v-s·0·,-xr:1-;-,rFT-;-xcsi-;-v L s1-;-Atfo-if
r;-,He---------
A Bo v E FAr.TORS ARE NEED FOR CALCULATING THE THRF.E FACTOR FREE 
FNERGY Ef'lUAT I ON. -- ---- ----
-




: ...... THE. REAC"T ANT~-lfflTLcAl.:-C-·THe-·r-A·c10Rs·-·ecGTNN rtfG-WTTH--V-OcA[-WTTH' ___
__
_ _ 
r1 THE PRODUCT, 
··- , ..... A01 T F·r S~98 rr,J] 148~8792 
i XH,YH, ANO CPXT ARE NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE FACTOR H, FOR
 THE 
l EXAMPLE H2=-2H,·H-=!ENTHALPY OF H·1/2 ENTHALPY OF-·H2)/ATI}Jf•CPX -· 
'i . FOR THE H2 EXAMPLE XH=2*HFlH21 [1/21 
I. 






XN AND YN ARE NEEDED TO CALCULJTE THE CHANGE IN TMF TOTAL 
NUMBER OF MOLES FOR THE REACT ION, XN=2•1/2=1 - - -
: XN:2.•FF!l,1JIFFILJ1 
:I . 
·I YN=2, 0 . 







XSA=:?. • I -SX I I, 11 I •FF [I, 1 I /FF I I, JI 
YSB=?•!-C:Xl2Hl I 
YSR:2. ,d -SX ! t, J 11 





'XLSA AND YLSA AR~ NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE LOG TERM~• 
i ..... XLSA=? .1_. 9l17•T• ( 1 +LOG_! H2_] 11 +1/2 __ --·---------------------------
--
~ XLC:A=2,+1,Q87*T•l1,+LOGF[AXII,11 I l•FF(I,11/r~lt,JI 
It . YLSA=?•1.987•T•l1+LOG!:?Hll1 . 
~ YLSA=2.•1,9Bj•T•l1,+LOGF!AXII,JJ l I 
r RT IS INtTIALIZEO TO ZERO TN THIS STEP. 
t RT:0,0 
i DO LOOp ~O COMPLETES THE CALCULATION OF THE ABOVE TERMS, i 00 5 0 K = I , NRND, N RO ------------_ -----.-------
---
: IF THF RFACTANT IN THE MATRIX EXISTS STATEMENT 52 TS CALL
ED, 
I F THE RE A C T A NT I N THE MA TR I X DOES NOT EX IS T ST ATE MEN f 5f I S 





STATEMENT 51 BYPASSES THE LOOP AND GOES TO STATEMFNT 335 IF T
HE 
PRODUCT IN THE MATRIX IS NON EXISTENT. IF THF PRnnUCT IS EX
ISTENT 
IF GOES TO STATcMENT 89, 




STATEMFNT 52 GOES TO 68 IF THE PRODUCT IS NON EXISTENT, AND T
O 
STATEMENT 69 -IF IT IS EXISTENT, 
52 JF!SXIK,JI 1 68,68,69 
-.---FOR-THE H2=2H ~XAMPL'F SXlK,11 -IS POSITIVEAND SX!t<,JI I~ 
pO-stTIVE 
so THE PROGRAM GoES TO STATEMENT 69. 
STATEMENT -69--CHECKS TO SEE tF IN THE SUBMATRIX THE --REACTANT A
ND . --------·--· 
• PRODUCT ARE THE SAME. IN THE PARTICULAR EXAMPLE REING CO
NStoeRED 
THEY w t'Li_. Nbr-s·e ;--·-R-UT-fN .. AN SXAMPLE. -,,s HiG HiO .AND nH··-THEY. w I L.L BE. 
























~ARLIFR IN THE REPORT FOR VERIFICATION OF THE ABOVE 9TATF-MENT 
CONCERNING THE H?O AND OH EXAMPLE, 
69 TF(S298IK,~1-S29B[K,JJJ 120,121~120 
12f .. RT·=·RT+-1~·-9·a·t•T•TCfF'"FTi<--;-1-r;rFTt<-;JrJ7FFl-I~n **2 J / AX l K, 1 J 
.• ; , GO TO c; 6 
l RT:(1,987•T•1/41/H?. 
• 
. 1.2n RT:RT+1,987•T•! ( IFF'll<,11/FFI I,JI 1•*21/AX!K,11 J t·--~-R,·=·r1~9-87_*_1'*174-)7H:t+Tf;9_8_?•TT/H' _________ ;-:....; ___________ ~ 
RT:RT+1,987*T*lllFFlt<,JJ/FF[I,Jl 1••21/AXlK,JJJ GO TO - r;{ .. - ····- .... . .... --· ---·-.. ----
6A RT:RT+1,987*T*I !FFlK;1J/FF!I,JJ 1••21/AXlK,11 ______________ .... -----···-----······ 
GO TO c;6 
, 89 RT:RT+t,987*T*I IFFIK,Jl/FF!I,JI 1•*21/AXIK,JI > •. --- -·- . ----· . -- -··--·---------,.- -----·- ---'----=c--'-'--:...:....:..e..:...;..c...;....::...c-____________ _ 
56 TFISXIK,111 57,57,58 




IF THF PRODUCT ANO REACTANT IN THE SUBMATRICES ARE THE SAME AS IN 
. ··--THE E X°A"MPLE-OF ___ Hio-·AND -o-H-lH-e--P~OG.RAW.SKTP_S_S_TTfElfE-tn-1-23, IF" THE 
PRODUCT AND REACTANT ARE NOT THE SAME AS IN THE EXAMPLE OF.H2 AND 
'H, TH~N THE: PROGRAM GOES TO STATEMENT 12?, --- -- ----- ·--------------
tF !S?9A IK, f l-S29B IK,Jl 1 122,123,122 
XLSA=2•1.987•T•l1+LOG!H2111*1/2-1,987*T*l1+LOG(H2JJ 1•1/2: . 
. t/2*1.987*T*l1+LOG(H2J J 





____ THE NEXT GROUP _OF _STATEMENTS CALCULATES THE Y FACTORS, 






__tr.LS::?_9_8JJ<..J __ 1_l-S_2_9-B_L!S_,_Jll__1_~~-1_~5, 124 . ---:-------
125 YLSA=YLSA-1,987•T*l1,+LOGF!AX!K,1lll•!FF(K,Jl·FF[K,11 I/FF[l,JJ 
GO TO t26 _ _ _ ___ __ _ __ _,,)-
YLSA:2+1.987•T• 11 +LOG(2HI 1•1,9B7•T•!1+LOG!?Hl1=1,9A7•T•l1+LOG!2H 
____ 1.24 YL~A_=Y_L.S_A_·_L. 987•T.'*.J1_._+LOGFJ AJt[J~_,_J_lJJ_~f_EJ_K.,_J J IEF' ! LLJ l __________ _ 
YFT =2•F!2Hl-F12HJ:F'l?Hl 
____ 126 1FT~_.'f.rT..:-£JJ0_Jl_*F..FJJ~.,.Jl.lFF_[J_,_JJ __________________ _ 
YSB=2•(-~X[2Hll-[-SX(2Hl=-sxr2HJ 
__ ..... _ YSA:_'(S8~~SXJ K_, JU *f'_FJ_l<_cJJ /[E.( l ,_J_L_ ___ _ 
THE FTRST TIME THROUGH THE PROGRAM GOES THROUGH TH~ LOOP 
BEGINNING WITH STATEMENT 75, THE SECOND AND SUCCEEDING TIMES THE 
PROGRAM SK l PS--THE LOOP BECAus·e- -THE DATA --WAS .ALREADY- CALCULATED IN 
. .. -91 AT E.M.E. N .J_....3_3_3..! ____ ·-·· 
· 335 TF!M2·11 ?~,j5,5Q 
7 5 __ 1.F'_LA)( .LK_, __ J_ I) 334, 33 4, 7 8 ___ _ -----··· -·-··-·-···-··-···---- -- ---··-- .... ··- ··--·-------·······--· .. 
~34 TF'!K-Il 50,50,82 
' . _ 78 __ T.EJK~JJ __ 3.31,331.,330_ _______ __ -----------·· --· -··-·---· ... ·------- ------· ... -- . -

















a, , F!AYt K-,-iTr-~o ~ 5n. 03- --
e~ JF!SXlK-11 I ~0,50,84 




THE FnLLOWlNG TERMS COMBfNE ALL THE X AND Y FACTOR~--NE
EDtD-IN THE 
FREE FNERGY EQUATION, 
H = - f HF I 2 H l -1 / 2 HF i H? I I / c PX T THE 1 o O O i S NEED ff-i N n RD E RT 6 -·c HAN
G E 






XLSA:1. 9~7*T* I 1 +LOG [ 21-1 I l ·1 /2•1 • 987•T* [ 1+LOG l H2 l I )(Ls A= y Ls· A - )( L s·A -- ---- ···-·-··-··---- --·--·-·· - ------·---- ,. 
YSR=-~Xt?HJ-1/?[-SX{H21 I 
VSA:YSl3-XSR 
THE AROV~ FACTOR~ ARE THEN SUBSTITUTED INTO THE THREE 
FACTOR 
F.QUATTON A1,A1,AND C1 TO GIVE EXACTLY THE SAME RESULTS AS THE 
SAMPLF CALCULATIONS AT THE END OF THE REPORT. 
A 1 =H*SUSX +FT+ XLS A+ H*R I LL-XN•:t-~ 98 7*T *I LOGF i SA J-+1-.--1 
A1=A1+XN•1.9A7*T•LOGF!PTJ+H*1 .987*SA•LOGF[PT/SA1 
R1:RT+H•XSR+iH•XLSA/Tl•XN*H*1,987*lLOGF!5A+1. J 1 
R2:1,9A7•T•( 1SAMAX-SAJ+SAMAX•L0GF[SA/SAMAX11/[ [SAMAX-SAl**2J•XN••2 
B1=Bl+B2+XN*H*1.987•LOGF!PTI 
C1=H•[RT/T1 
C2=H•1. 987• ! i SAM-A x-·s-f1 +·SAMA X•LOGF ( SAIS-AMAX I J FCCSA)ffx-·sff••21 · 
C1=Ct+C2•XN••2 
CP WAS PREVIOUSLY USED AS THE SYMBOL FOR HEAT r.APAr.ITY
. nuE TO THE 
LACK OF SPACE IN THE COMPUTER MEMORY THE SAME SYM~OL W
ILi RE USED 







c Pr I, 1 J = n. n 
48 CO~TTNUE 
IF!M2-1J 1701.,1101,11on 
1701 PRINT 1101 
PRTNT 11.12 
111? FOQMAT!1H ,10X 55HTHE FOLLOWING PRINT OUTS ARE THE CORRECTION 
FACT 
2oRr.;, C P .·, 1 OX, 6 0 H(F---,.-H-{-CORREcffON ___ (fcfCfR··s--A-R_e_f6o-LiR.GI--T·H-E--PiO<fRAM
- ---- -
3 WTLL NOT/10X,60HCONVERGE AND THE PROGRAMER WILL HAVE 
TO ASSUME AN 
40THER VALUE/10X,42HFoR·-"rHE lNITrAC_P.RODuC·T---T-RTAf-C-A
LC\}CATioN:r·-- - - - -· 
DO 1702 I =1:, NRND 
PR TNT 1.1£13, IE! 1,JJ ,J=l,NCOJ 
PR l NT_ 1_1_08__d CP l I, J l, J:1, ~-~-Q~l __ 
PRTNT 1105 





~ART F I~ THE MATERIAL BALANCE SECTION USED IN CALCULATIN
G THE 








Iii ' ' i :.J 
' ·'. 
.i i I 
1" ,1.: 
t 'ti 
-... PR.OGR~M. JW.O ..... -_______ _ 
68 
.. .,_ 1_700 00_104~_1 :1, NRO ___ _ 
no 104R J=,,NCO 
IF' THF P_R_O_Q_U_CJ __ ~J(I_~TS _T_H_E_j>_RJlG_R~MJ.>8.QCEEDS TO STATF
MF!N_'L.iO.~~----------' 
OTHEPWtSF. IT REP~ATS THE LOOP. 
,,, _, t F' ( S X ( I , J 1 I 1. 0 4 8 , 1 0 4 A , 1 0 4 9 
IF THE PRODUCT.ls NON NEGATIVE WHICH IT WI
LL BE THE FIRST TIME 
THROUGH THE L00P,IT GOES TO STATEMENT 1050
. ON TME SECOND AND 
SUCCESSIVE TIMES THROUGH THE LOOP THE MOLE
S OF A PiRTJCULA~R~~~~-~~~~ 
PRODUCT MAY BE Z~RO, 
··1049 JF(AXlI,JIJ 1.048,104A,i050 
STATEMENT 1050 CHECKS TO SEE IF THE PROGRA




ITERATJONS. IF THE PROGRAM HAS GONE THROU
GH 100 ITERATIONS AND 
___ HAS NOT.. C O_N_~_EJtG.E.O _ _i_l_ . .P.B l~_tS ___ O_U_L.!JiE_iJ_~_
~_L_JLA_l.,.Jl.E.LCillJJ_L.U.E_D_,__JJ. ______
 _ 
THE PROGRAM HAS NOT GONE THROUGH 100 ITERA
TIONS IT WILL CONTINUE 
THROUGH THE LOOP. 
1050 rF!M?-1001 681,681,682 
THE NEW PRODUCT COMPOSITION IS CALCU~ATED 
USING THE CORRECTION 
FACTOR. 
t,81 AX!I,JJ:AX(I,Jl+CP!l,JJ 
IF THI: c°oMP·o-s-(ffo·N-I S-NEG·A-fJ-VE, WHICH IS IMPOSSIB
LE THE PROGRAM 
ASSIGNS IT A VALUE OF' ZERO. 
IF!AX[I,JJ I 662,662,66~ 
n6? AXrI,JJ=o.n 
CP!I,JJ=O.fi 
Af l,Jl JS NOW AN ADDITIVE CORRECTION FACTOR INS
TEAn or~A"---------~-~ 
COMPOSITION -fs· . I 'r,j" PROGR.A M·-oNE -~---------
THE AnDITIVE CORRECTION FACTOR IS USED IF 
AFTER THE fIRST TIME 
THROUGH THE LOOP A COMPONENT WHICH WAS ASS
UMED TO RE PRESENT JS 
SHOWN TO HAVE A NEGATTVE CONCENTRATION. 
JF[M2-1l 1048,1048,1904 









DO 1Q03 K:JP1,NRND,NRO 
TF!S?981K,1ll 1903,f90~,1905 
1905 IF(AX[K,11 l 1903,1903,1906 
1906 AXrK,1J=AXrK,1l+AI I.,Jl•( (BS[ I,11-BS( I,Jl J
/BS[K,11 I 
1 Q O ~ r,ONTJ NUE -----------------
GO TO 1048 
THE FIRST TIME THROUGH THE LOOP THE STAT~M
ENT GOE~ TO STATEMENT 
664, THE SECOND ANO SUCCESSIVE TIMES IT GO
ES TO STATEMENT 665. 
















THE FTRST TIME A PARTICULAR ROW IN THE SEC
ONDARY MATRIX rs 
CONS I DERl=D, THE FIRST .COLUMN _OF THE SECONDA
RY_ MAJ RT X. .. I.S .. J_NJ_llALLZ.iD .. _ .. 
TO ZERO. IF THc PRODUCT IN THE FIRST COLUM
N OF TME SECONDARY 
MATRIX EXISTS, THE PROGRAM BEGINS TO CALCULA
TE ITS COMPOSITION. 
TF!J-21 A90,690,691 







F,91 TF!S29~1K,111 666,666,667 
THE PROGRAM BEGINS TO CALCULATE THE CoMPOStT
ION OF THE REACTANT• 
667 AX{K,1J:AX(K,1l+AX(J,JJ•[l8S[l,1)•8S(I,Jl)/RS(K
,1Jt 






 __ _ _
 _ __ _
 
A!T,J):AII,JJ+AX(l,JI 
.. A UL.J.J_;.A.xiL..1.1.tlX [ I , LI J * I E.f...Ll1..1J1..1.I.L.f'.L:..E..L( .i....J u• JLJ
J~l-----------
. - .... ·-
.. -- .... ... 











GO TO 1048 
.. ~6~ T~1=I•NRO ----· 
THE FOLLOWING DO LOOP BEGINS TO CALCULATE 
THE COMPOSITION or THE 
PRODUCT AND RE AC TANT IN" COllJMN·-·oNE-FOR--T
He-s·et·oN·o--·o~o-slJcc·e·s·rrve·--
• TJMF.S THROUGH TH~ PROGRAM, no 6 71 K= I P1, NRND --- ---··-· -. -- . ·---
T Ff S?.9A I K, 1 I I 671,671,672 
. 
6 7 '? AX r K , 1 I =AX r K , 1 l + C P I I , J J * ( ( AS ll , 1 I ·BS (. J , ,J 1 J / B-~-( 1(-,-1-)-1-
---------







-- . 1 . 
THE Fn1.LOWING 00 LOOPS ARE A FURTHER MATERI
AL AALANCE CAI CULATJON, 
TF F'OR EXA°r'1PLE HYOROGEN-rs··-fo·RMED--F-RO·
M--H20~H+-OHANO ALSOFROM _________ _ 
H?=?H, THE PROGRAM WILL ADD UP BOTH CONTRIB
UTIONS. 
no f,73 1=1,NRO 
no 673 J:2,NCO 
TP1=NR0+:1 
no 673 K=IP1,NRND 
IF THF PRODUCT BE I NG CONS r DERED. rs·· pos I fIVE-
-THE--PRo·G·R-ifM ___ F>ROCEEo·s·------
TO ~TATFMFNT 674. IF THE PRODUCT EXISTS 
THE PROGRAM PROCEEDS TO 
~TATEMFNT t300. 
TF!AX[I,Jll 673,673,674 
674 IF[S29.13[I,JIJ 673,673,1300 
STATEMENT 1300 CHECKS TO SEE IF THERE AR~ 
ANY TWO PRODUCTS THE 
Stit.1E IN THE PROGRAM SUCH AS -THE - HYDROGEN- F'R
OM TH-E -R-Eicff!,-N--OF' 
H?O=H+nH AND THE HYDROGEN FROM H?=~H. IF T
~E Two PRODUCT~ ARE THE 
~AM~ THE PROGRAM PROCEEDS TO STATEMENT 675
. THE FTRST TIME THROUGH 
THE LOOP THE PROGRAM PROCE~DS TO STATEMENT 
1690, ANO THE SECOND 
~ ANO SUCCESSIVE TIMES IT GOES TO STATEMENT 1
691. ROTM STATEMENTS 
1691 AND 1690 ADD THE PRODUCTS TOGETHER IF 
THEY ARE THE SAME, 
- 130 o· r n s29-Alf, j1·:s2·9ef1f;f1_1_6_i3~-7f;6·.,-3 
675 IF[M2-11 1690,1690,1691 
1690 AXrK,1}:AxrK,1l+AX(i~JI 
r,Q TO 69? _ ... __ 
1691 AX!K,1J=AX!K,1l+CP(I,JI 







6 7~ CONTINUE 
DO 1310 I=t,NRO _ 
no 1310 J=~,NCO 







































~ART F' I~ A TEMPERATURE RECALCULATION, 
_ PA R_T f: IS THF. __ S_AM.~--A~_p_~_l~l ___ C __ A~,Q-~J LL_ N9T__






























__ __e_~OGR~M.JWO _. 









I IF(AX[I,Jll 823,823,824 
, 824 IF(SXI-I,JIJ 823,823,825 . 825- IF I r:--fifo ~f-826-;-e·26·,-a2°f _____ ------------
---
,- ;: _____ .. __ _a_2_~_r.P_X_IJ_~ J_J =_A_i_(J_,_~1~_8_7_U_,_JJ_•_~_!C]_(_l_,_JJ
_*Z**?!_D7 (I, JI •Z••J+E7 l I, JI •2••4 
i HFXP=HFXP+(HFX(I,JJ+CPX(l,Jl•IT-298,ll•AX[l
,JJ 
., GO TO 823 











T ······---· .. HF'XP=HFXp+ I HF3 I I, JI +CPX (I, JI* ( r-3·0·0·0--:-1 f •AX I c.
--~n- .. 
:1 823 CONTINUE i X=HFT-HFXP ---·-------- --------··· ------------------------
/ 
i; _ .. _l F ! M-1 I 828,828, 8.-=3-'<
-0--------------------
---
8 3-n t F r x I a 31 , a 3 ~ , a 3 3 
831 7=-1, _ 
GO TO 834 
833 7=1, 
834 TFIX11 835,836,836 
835 w=-1, 
-·-·--·- . 
GO TO 837 
836 w=1 • o 
·-------
--· -
837 TF!Z-Wl ~32,828,832 
82A X1=X 
GO TO 83A 
_____
 6_8_?~.PRI NT_1.1J_1 __ 
PRINT 111.3 
1113 FORMATl1H ,1riX,21HPRINT OUT NUMBER FIV
EJ 
PRINT 1114,M? 
1114 F0RMATf1H0,10X,66HTHE NUMBER OF ITERA
TIONS THE PROGRAM TOOK TO CON 
1VERGE AT THE F1NAL/1nX,15HC0MP0SITION IS
 ,I~/10X,67HIF THE PROGRAM 
_ 2 TOOK J.0 0 .. LlE.RAJJ_ONS_l.T._DJD __ NO_l. _A_CJ_U.AL
LLc_ONVERGE A NDL1.0X~_8HLNEW ___ _ 
~ INITIAL CALCULATION WILL HAVE TO BE TR
TED,1 
PRINT 1115 




_ .1i17 FOqMA Tl 1H. ,.1.0 X, 53HT.HE. _F'_OLLOWJ.NG
JJU.NLJWLlLJ!tE LAST SEJ __ QL._C_O_RRE_ 
1CTJONl10x,19HFACTORS CALCULATED.24H THE
 CORRECTION rACTORS110X29H 







no 1703 I=LNRND 










_PRINT __ -1.105 ________ _ 
1703 CONTINUE 








PR TNT 1118 








1119 FORMAT!1H ,10X,47HTHE REACTION TEMPERA
TURE INStDE·THE CHAMBER IS F 























1121 FORMAT(1H ,10X,~2HTHE ,INAL PRINT OUT LJSTS
 THE COMPOSITION INSIDE 
i-_ ----;;- r_H_ e_ 110 x_ , 1 ~HC~MEHfS1TON CHAMBER. 1.
----------------·---
-l 
~ DO 1704 J:1,NR0_~---
1j ·: ------:~·:-~·r-rrr~: rir~ i~~i~~!i~-~-~-6) 
, -- PRTNT 1105.----
-----------------
------

























































.. .. . 
INPUT DATA INSTRUOTIONS FOR SUBMITTING PROGR
AM 
The most important job of the programer will be to arr
ange 
the input data in the correot matrix form. 
In order !or 
the program to be completely general the d
ata is stored in 
--, 
matrix !orm. The only limit to the comp
lexity of the system 
', 
being considered is the size of the memory
 location. The 
following input instructions are meant to
 be a helpful guide 
to the programer; however, the programer 
may have to make 
some modifications of his own. In order 
to show what i~put 
data is needed and how the· matrices should
 be set up, the 
example problem worked out at the end of 
the report will 
be programed. 
In the example bei~g considered N2H4 and N2o4 
may combine 
to give a variety of products. The only 
products which we 
will consider 1n this case will be N,N2,H
,~,H20,0,0H,02 and 
O. In setting up the matrix the products 
should be divided 
into elemental groups. First consider nit
rogen: 
2N:N2 
Secondly consider hydrogen: 
2H=H2 
Thirdly consider oxygen: 
20=02 
There are still two products which have n
ot been considered, 
H20 and OH. Since oxygen
 is the limiting element (7.2648 
gram atoms of hydrogen and l.8168 gram atoms
 of oxygen) 
we will group the OH and H20 with the oxy
gen. The component 
should always be grouped with the limiting







-·. -"t-~~---- --~- -- ·. ·-·-
Initially the matrix will be; Column 











02 OH R20 
All of the products are now listed in the first sheet of 
the matrix. As long as the first column contains the 
monatomic gases, it doesn't matter how the rest of the 
row is arraged or in what order.the rows are·arranged, i.e. 
n~trogen could be listed last. The next step is to satisfy 
a material balance and fill in the remaining sheets. The 
term "sheets" refers to the way in which the matrices are 
stacked. If a three dimensional matrix is considered, the 







Consider the reaction 2H=H20. All of the reactants and 
pra:ducts are present in the matrix but the hydrogen needed 
in the reaction is listed in row two·and not in row three 
with the o
2 
and H20. The program considers only one row 








time. In order to satisfy the above material balance, 
the element H will be placed is sheet two,column 4,row1 
3. The same situation arises in the reaction O + H = OH, 
therefore the element H will also be placed in sheet 2, 




I 0 02 OH H20 
Sheet #2 
H R 
The following input data which is to be read in the 
program may be read in any desired format, but it must be 
in the above matrix form. The progroMerwill have to change 
74 
the format statements for the read in and print out statements 
for every program run. 
The following input data must be read in: 
Read 1, NRO, NCO, NDEP, PT, HFT 
NRO = The number of rows in matrix= 3 
NCO= The number of columns in matrix= 4 
NDEP = The number of sheets =·2 
PT= Total Pressure in the chamber in atmospheres 
= 34 
HFT = Heat of Formation of propellant in calories/ 
100 grams= +~9,400 
l 
Read 3, (HF(I.,J),J=1,NCO) 
HF= The enthalpy of the components at 298° K 
in calories. 
Read 3, (HF3(I,J),J=1,NCO) 
HF3 = The enthalpy of the components at 3000°K 
in calories. 
Read 3, (S298(I,J),J=1,NCO) 
S298 = The entropy of the components at 298°K 
in calories. 
Read 3, (S3000(I,J)•J =1,NCO) 
S3000 = The entropy of the components at 3000°K 
in calories. 
Read 14, (FF(I(ct})J=1,NCO) 
The factor FF(I ~) ls used to maintain a material 
within the various ~:s~or the first reaction 2N=N2 
a two ls needed before the N lnorder to maintain a balance; 





The two blanks may have any numbers assigned to them. 
For convience a one will be listed for all the blanks. 
The second row for the reaction 2H = H2 will have the same 
factors. Row three will have the factors 2, 1 for the 
rsaction 20 = 02 ; the factor 2,2, for the reaction 
75 
0 + H = OH, and the factors 2,2 for the reaction O + 2H = H20. 
In assigning the factor FF, the ratio of FF(reaotant)/ 
FF(produot) is important and not the actual magnitude of 
.... 
the faotors. Before explaining the rule in more detail, 
first oonsider sheet two. Row three will be& 
1.0 1.0 
The entire matrix will be: 
Sheet #1 
N N2 -- --
2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H H2 
-- --
2.0 1.0 1 ~o .. 1o0• 
0 02 OH H 
2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 
Sheet #2 
-- -- -- --
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
-- -- -- --
1.0 :1~0 1.0 1.0 
-- --
H IE 
1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 
R R 
2.0 






For the example of 2H + 0 = H20 we have: 
[FF (H)' / FF (~o)J (li) +{.FF(.O) / F~ (R2oil (0) = 
(_FF (R20) / FF (~OLJ(H20) 
or 
76 
.i,·_., •.• • 
- - -------
-- -- ·--------··-··· -··- ··~-~--------· 
4/2 H: + 2/2 o· = 2/2 ~o 
2H + 10 = 1H20 
Read 14, (OR(:t,J1) ,J = 1NOO) 
The factor CR(I,J) is used to maintain a material 
balance between rows. If the reaction 2H + 0 = ~O 
occurs:, rows two and three. will both be affected because 
every mole of O used from row three requires· two moles 
of H from row two. The first sheet of the matrix will be: 
N N2 
-- --
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H H2 -- --
1.0 1.0 1.0 1 .o 
0 02 OH H20 
1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 
After the ordering program the matrix will be: 
N2 -- -- N 
1 .o 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H20 OH 0 02 
2.0 1 .o 1.0 1.0 
H2 -- -- --
2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
The only place the factor CR(I,J) is used is in the 
equation-
AX(J, 1 )::AX(J, 1 )-AX(I., 1) +CR(I, 1 )/CR(J, 1) of the second 
program. The above equation uses only the CR factors 




components in column one contain the same element such as 
H
2 
in row one,(H~) and row two (~O), the above equation 
is then AX(~)= AX(H2)-AX(H20) (2/2). the equation 
. . 
mearly· states that for every mole of H20 used, one mole 
o! H
2 
is lost. The ratio and not the order of magnitude 
of the factors is important. The factors·could have been 
(3/3) or (1/1). Only the first row of the rearranged primary 
matrix is important, all other locations can be assigned 
any arbitary number. The programerwill have to initially 
guess how the matrix is going to be rearrang·ed in program 
one. Program one prints out the rearranged order. If the 
programer has made a mistake in his assumption, the output 
data can be corrected before using it as the imput data for 
program two. In this way program one does not have to be 
re-run. 
DO 14,(BS(I,J),J=1,NCO) 
BS(I,J) is a factor used for maintaining a material 
balance for the submatrices. Again the programer will have 
to make an initial assumption as to how program one will be 
rearranged, If the assumption is wrong, program one does 
not have to be re-run. The output of program one can be 
corrected and can then be submitted as the imput of program 
two. The matrix should be: 
Sheet #1 
N2 -- -- N 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H20 OH 0 02 
4.0 2.0 o.o -4.0 
H2 -- -- H 




::,;,------.. ·--·-- --- ---- - - - - -- --
'·1:,,~·· 1' ,t ~ :.) e ' 
-·- ·- ·-·--· 










1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H H -- --
4.0 .2.0 o.o -4.0 
-- --
-- --
2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
The BS factor must satisfy the equation: 
AX ( K, 1) =AX ( K, 1 ) + AX ( I , J ) + (( .BS ( I , 1 ) - BS ( I ~ J) ) / BS ( K, 1 ) ) 
Consider the example H20=2H+O 




The above equation mearly shows that for every mole of 0 
formed there are two moles of H formed. The programer will 
have to work out each reaction by hand and then assign a 
BS factor for every component. 
Read 14,(EM{I,J),J=t,NCO) 
The EM{I,J) factor is a way of telling the computer 
what elements every component contains. The computer can 
not_ tell that OH contains both oxygen and hydrogen. Each 
element is assigned a number, oxygen=.6., hydrogen=5. If the 
component OH is assigned the number 6, the program can tell 
it contains oxygen; and if it is ass~gned the number 5, the 
program can tell it contains hydrogen. The component can 






the number corresponding to the· element with the largest 
composition, hydrogen.·. .. The matrix will be: 
Sheet #1 
N N2 -- --
1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 
H ~ -- --
5.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 
0 02 OH H20 




3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
-- --
-- --
3.0 3.0 3.0 3o0 
-- --
H H 
3.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 
The choice of numbers which maybe assigned to each component 
is arbitary. 
Read 3, (A(I,J),J=1,NCO) 
A(I,J) = moles of each component initially assumed. 
Read 10,(E(I,J),J=1,NCO) 












Five constant heat· capacity da·ta at 298 K for each 
component. 
Read 12, A8 (I, J) , B8 (I, J) , 05 (I, J) , D8 (I, J1) , E 1 (I, J) 
.. 
Five constant heat capacity data at 3000 K for 
for each component. 
The programer may find a complete set of input data 
. . 
used for the above example puched on the imput data cards 









PR I NT OUT NllMRER ONE ·-----------·--·-··--
-
THE FOLLOWING PRINT OUT IS THE ORDER Jij WHIC
H· 
THE COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN ARRAN~ED,THE MOLE
i OF 
~~----E~ACH CUMPUN~NT AHE L1STED,8tLUW. 
THE PRINT OUT DOES NOT HAVE TO SATI~FY A MA
TERIAL· 
.. 







XN2· XNP XNP 
~.?7n40 1,51360 1•51360 
t H20 XOH X02 . XO 
f--1 -----1,-.. -A-1_ ....,..6.,.,..ti"'"'o ----,..1-. -=--a1,-:6,..,.B'"""o~----,.1.---. 8





j XNP XNP 



















.. __ . ___
____
__ :-XNf? _____ X_N_P ____ XN-'-P __
__
_ X"-NP ____________ _ 

















































. /. - -· ·-··------·----"--'-----------·--_ -·-/--·~---
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·.----·-----·--· PRIMT OUT _NUMRER _TWO ________ _ 
i I. ____ _ 
! 
T_HEJiOLE~ OF' EACH COMPONENT LISTED_BEL_OW SHOLJI D SE------···-·------POSITIVE INTEGERS. THE REACTANTS IN COLUMN ON~ OF THE 
PRIMARY MATRIX SHOULD SATISFY THE MATERIAL BAL.ANCE. 
---··--·---xi?. x·NP XNP xN -------"'--'----
2. 21 o 4 o o. o. 0.02~,n 
H20 XOH X02 







0 • 0 0 9 0 A __________ .. 
H 
0,03632 
XNP XNP XNP XNP 











PRINT OUT NUMBER THREE 
XNP 







THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH THE REACTION OCCURS JS 2674,7001 








r----P-R_I_N_T _O_U_T_N_U_M_R_E._R _F_O_U_R __ 
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r----- . ·. -·· ····----·--- -- ---_··-- ---··-·-----·--· 
J 
THE FOLLOWING PRINT OUTS ARE THE CORREC
TION FACTORS,CP, . 
·····---·-
·--·r F "THE CORRECT I ON-FACTORS ARE foO LAR
GE THE·- PROGRAM-WI LL··-Nor-------·--·---. 
, CONVERGE AND THE PROGRAMER WILL 
HAVE TO ASSUMF ANOTHFR VALUE 
. 
. --·-----·
-·roR THE INITIA--c-PRODUCT TRIAL-CALCULATION
. 
! XN2 XNP XNP XN 
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0 • 0 , 
H H 




























· -·· ... 
THE NUMRER OF ITERATIONS THE PROGRAM TOO
K TO rONVERGE AT THE flNAL 
COMPOSITION rs 14 
IF THE PROGRAM TOOK 10n ITERATIONS IT 
DID NOT ACTUALLY CONVERGE AND 
















































PRINT ~l{f ____ ~_VMB~R __ SJX. ... ________ _ 
THE FOLLOWING PRINT OUT IS THE-~AST SET OF
 CORRECTION 
FAcTo_R_s--c-ALC-uLATEo-. THE cor<REcT I ON FACTOR
S ------
SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY ZEijO, 


























 o._, __________ _ 



























)(Np XNP XNP XNP 0 • 















PHiNI UUT NUMBtR StVEN 
THE RtACTJON_JJ:MPERATUfil __ l_NSlDE_ THI: CH



























































.. 1 • 
I ·1 
1 • 
PRINT OUT NUMBER EIGHT 
·--------
THE FINAL PRINT OUT LISTS THE cUMPOSITION INsJDE THE COMt;Ub T ! ON CHAMBER. . -- - - . -----···-··---. -·- __ .. ______ ------ - -----
XN? XNP XNP XN 















--------·-- ----·-- - -
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Sample Calculations Using The Method o! Minimization 
Of Free Energy · 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Reactants Moles/100 grams propellant 
1.8162 
o.4542 
Chamber Pressure= 500 PSIA 
Exhaust Pressure= 14.7 PSIA 
De"1si ty ·of Propellant= 1 .148 g/cc 
·~ He~t of Formation of Propellant= +19.44 Kcal/100gm 
87 
Concentration of Inered1ents per 100 grams of Propellant: 
H= 7,2648 gm-atoms 
:a= 4. 5408 gm-atoms 
O= 1.8168 gm-atoms 
2. Mass Balance 
The moles of propellant are considered on a 100 gram basis. 
All reaction products that are possible could be considered 
on a high speed digital computer. In order to demonstrate 
the method for calculating the eQualibrium composition inside 
a combustion chamber the reaction products "i'Till be limited to 
the following species: H2, H20, w2, H, N, OH, and O. Tne 
mass balances are-








Z O= 1 • 81 68:N + N + N 









Through out all of the calculations it should be kept in 
mind th:.t a mass balance· must be maintained while aimultaneouslf 
minimizing the free energy of the system. 
3. Initial Conditions 
The calculational routine ·is initiated bJ assumiug tbat 
the entire propellant co~position exists as a ~anatomic gas. 
This assumption gives a hypothetical composition whlca d.efines 
the maximun free energy and the maximum gaseous products for 
the system. Also, at constant enthalpy, the corresponding 
temperature of the monatomic gas mixture is a very low 
hypothetical one. The various products of coQbustion are 
introduced incrimentally into the complex mixture. Ea.ch aid.ition 
serves to reduce the free energy and increase the tem?erature 
of ti1e mixture until eq_ualibrium is obtained. 
Initally assume that the monatomic gas products exist 
at 298°K. If the composition of the product being considered 
is initally zero, assume a value of 2/3 the maximum allowable 
concentration as the initial q_uanity to be introduced. 
Physical Properties 
Specie nj ~Hf2gsKcal/mole 

















,, . ,: ··,: ' ;. . . . '.' .:.~ ., . ;~ , .. ·:; .... 
Heat Formation of Propellant= n3Ht298 + OpnjAT 
+ 19,440 cal. = 998,500 cal. + 68.1 oal/degAT 
6 T= -1 4, 400 °K 
89, 
This is the temperature at which the above hypotnetical 
reaction mixture could exist. 1lhenever the temperature 
falls below 2980K, the thermodynamic data will be calcalated 
at 2980K. 




0 At 298 K the ideal entropy and free energy of N and N2 are: 
Where-
SN= 36.61 cal/deg-mole 
' . 
SN2 = 45.77 cal/deg-mole 
FN = H-TS =+113.0 - 10.90 = + 102.1 Kcal/mole 
FN2 = H-TS = 0 - 13.65 = - 13.65 Kcal/ mole 
Ar\N~ = - T.3 -r V l_B)~ - .3AC!. 
3C.. 
A QKnN (-SN)+ KnN~ (-SN~)+ Krir1(-SH) 
+~n0 (-So)-~ (l=°N) +(FNa,)-~RT 
(1+fNnN) + ~T(1+JinnN~) 
+ KR (nN JmnN) + K~ (nN'~ -Am ht1~) 
+KR (n~k n\\ ')+ t<~ (no~ l"\o) 
- ftT(Jm nr+ 1) - RT ..lm P+ 
+l'i~>?r..tn Pr/nr ""-~.:t."/1 •:1.11 
'• 
If 












' ___..---·· -:- --· 
90_ 
13 .. 'ff([ -r _l?-C - ~K fSN)+K(-SNa) 
nt1 n1va.. 
_ ~ K ~ (I + .kn n"' ) .,. KP, ( , + ltn n 11: ) 
- 11 R (-&, n, .,. I) - 11 R 1M I? 
+- (fT ( n ,,,,/1,'/( -nr) + nrmAX kn :~AX 
-




-·: .... ---- ---··--------------------------------···-----~- ---· --··· . 





K= Hr1'J. - ~ N1-1 t n· ·C.p· · L) J 
This term is equal to zero when the temperature is below 
298°K. 
R= ideal gas constant= 1.987 
nT = Maximum moles possible (monatomic gas)= 
max 
13.6224 moles 
PT= Total pressure in the atmosphere 
If 
The above calculations show that 181.8 moles of N2 
should exist at 2980K. This calculation shows that all 
the nitrogen should exist as N2 instead of N. The free 
energy has been minimized by the following: 
/lF = (2.270 moles) (-13.65 Kcal/mole) - (4.5408 moles) 
(+102.1 Kcal/mole)= -494.0 Kcal 
2H + 0~ H20 
4nH O = ·Ano - 2AnH 2 
91 
From the oxygen balance, a maximum of 1.8168 moles of 
water could be formed. 
From the hydrogen balance, a maximum of 3.6324 moles of 
water could be formed. 
Hence, the oxygen balance is the restricting one. 
At 2980K,. the ideal entropy and free energy of H, O, and 
H20 are: 
SH= 27.39 cal/deg-mole 
s
0 
= 38.47 cal/deg-mole 
SH O = 45.11 cal/deg-mole 2 
FH = +43.92 Kcal/mole 
F0 = +48.07 Kcal/mole 
FH O = -71.21 Kcal/mole 2 
~ nJ C Pj 
A=-~ (FH) - (l="o J - ~ltr (1+.k, h,-,) 
9a 
- ff T ( 1 -r 2rn Ylo ) +- fi T ( I -1-M? ) l?l(,_o 
) 
f; = -4 R1= + RT_ 11H WY/o + 
f"t r 
'Y/H~O 
+ RT ( nT(r)IIK -nr) + nrl'IIIX h i :;.,,, )( -
-
( n,,,,~x - {/7 ) a 
C -=- o 
-::. /J ?. 3 
A maximum of 1.8168 moles of water can exist. Since 
~nH O exceeds this value, a
ll oxygen should exist as water 
2 
in preference to oxygen atoms. Furthermore, 3.6324 moles 
of hydrogen should also be combined to form H20. The 
ideal free energy change accompanying this concentration 
change is -
AF= 1.8168 ~-71.21) - 1.8168{+48.07) -3.6336{+43.92) = 
-375.9 Kcal 
6. Introduction of Major Species 
All other species are calculated in the same manne.r. 
The next step in the calculational proc~edure is to see 
which change caused the greatest single reduction in free 












N2 2.2704 0 0 6.96 15.8 
H 7.2648 +52.09 +377.5 4.968 36.1 
0 1.8168 +59.55 +108.0 5.24 . 9.5 
+485.5 
19,440 cal = 485,500 cal + 61.4 cal/deg AT 
/J T = -7580°K 
Since the introduction of N2 was not sufficient to 
raise the temperature of the mixture to a realistic 
value, water will also be introduced: 
Specie Nj 
N2 2.2704 0 0 6.96 15.8 
H20 1.8168 .57.79 -105.0 8.03 14.6 
H 3.6336 +52.09 ~ 4.968 18.0 4874 • 
19,400 cal= +84,000 cal+ 48.4 Cal/deg AT 
... AT = -1330°K 
Next, let the rest of the H be introduced as H2 
Specie Nj Ll!ir298 ANjAHf CP298 NjCP 
N2 2.2704 0 ·O 6.96 15.8 
H20 1.8168 .57.79 -105.0 
8.03 14.6 
H2 1.8168 0 o: 6.89 12.5 




+ 1 9, 400 = -10 5. 000 +42. 9 A T 
AT = 2900°K 
The AT of 2900°K corresponds to To= 3198°K, which is a 
reasonable temperature for the combustion chamber. The 
temperature will, however, have to be further corrected 
because the heat capacity data ·was extrapolated over a 
wide range. An enthalpy balance is therefore needed to 
adjust to the corresponding chamber temperatu±e. 
At 2687°1<, 
( ~ n_j 41-l.r.;;i,a, )reo.c.~Atf·h - (f hj A l-l.cj ~cts)f)"o~o,ts :=. 
- (i ~ Hj);8 t>~Uc.t<:. 
t I ~LI. 41../ :: I ~"I. J./Jj 
And the enthalpy balance is satisfied. 
7. Introduction of Minor Species 
At 2687oK there will be some.dissociation into 
H, N, OH, O, etc. The preceding· calculations must 
95 
be repeated for minor species •. The minor species are all 
other components,existing in relatively small co~position, 
other than the major species calculated in part six. 
First, atomic hydrogen will be reconsidered. An initial 
composition of .005 times the maximum-possible concentration 
~as tried.as a first approximation. 













.ANT = +l4NH 
!\ = W1-1 - t µfi~ 
l nJ Cpj 
SH = 47.23 cal/deg-mole 
2 
SH= 38.34 cal/jeg-mole 
' 
FH = -109.6 Kcal/mole 
2 . 
FH = -39.4 Kcal/mole 
At this point, the species H2, N2, H2), and Hare present 
as products of combustion. The constants for the quadratic 
equation are: 
,q = X n11;1, (- S11:i ) -1- 11'h11 (- SH ) +- Ir' 'nrva (-S~) ' 
-r J<n11J,o (- s1-1~0 ) 7 - fr ( I=" 1-1a > -1- { ~ H > 
- -j !fr ( I+ .Ml n11~) I- l?T (/-J. fa, J?11 ) 
t-- }(P (!?11,. .h !J 1/:i ) + ,,-'I( (/V,i ..k, ~) 
-1- 11' 1 ( fl t1 .h h 11".i ) +- k R ( !) 11.i. 0 h !J ~ o ) 
- L If T / ,#17 nr t .1.) ~· L '° T fa,, Pr ~ \~ ~ I} . . 
+ /(fr/'lr M f)T :::..1"2fJ.S6 
l/T 

































,6: -:~~ + ;fT - f k (-SJt.i) + I< (-Sfl) 
7,lol rJ II' 
- f If I? ( u- .Ml » µ~ ) ./-, k/r C 1+ .b,, ll;) 
- i I( I(, ( A !lr+ 1 ) + ~r(m;;,.,-Nr JrnTirlA~ iw ;~11x 
'-I (tlrmA1 - /V,) 'd-


















An initial composition of 2/3 of the maximum possible 
value was chosen so that NH= 2.3~2 gram-atoms. 
By continuing the iteration until all species ha~e been 
re-introduced and· the free energy of the syste~ has been 
minimized, the gas composition is found t·o be: 
NH =1.83393 
2 












The most difficult step in running the program is to 
submit the data in the proper matrix f.orm. The programer 
should not have any trouble using the program if he foll~ws 
the rules for properly submitting the data··. The program is 
thoughly explained in the report so the programer should be 
able: to remedy any problems which are incurred in running 
it. There are.several intermediate print outs which are 
useful in detecting any errors in the program. It is hoped 
that this report will be a useful tool in the calculation 
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LIST OF NOMENCLATURE 
A=Moles of each component in program one;additive correction 
factor in program two. 
A7,B7, etc.=Heat capacity constants at 298 K 
A8,B8, etc.=Heat capacity constants at 3000 K 
ACPX=The sum of the moles of each component times its heat 
capacity 
101 
AHFX=The sum of the moles of each component times its enthalpy 
AX=Moles of each component· in program two 
BILL=Sum of the moles of each component times 1.987 times 
the Log of the composition of each component 
BS=Material balance factor between submatrices 
CP=Heat capacity of each component in program one; correction 
factor in program two 
CPX=Heat capacity of each component in program two 
CPXT=Sum of the moles of each component times its heat 
capacity 
CR=Material balance factor between rows 
DT=First approximation of the temperature inside the 
combustion chamber. 
E=Component name 
EM=Component identification factor 
F=Free energy of each component 
FF=Material balance factor within rows 
HF=Enthalpy of component at 298 K 
HF3=Enthalpy of component at 3000 K 
r 
' ....... "''"''" .. :.-- ,., ... -.~-.. .,-_ . ·. 
... , .. -· .- . ., .. ·-----···--··· ----·-. 
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HFT=Enthalpy·of reactants per 100 grams 
HFX=Enthalpy of each component at some temperature other 
. than 298K or 3000K. 
NCO=Number of columns in,matrix 
NDEP=Number of sheets in matrix 
NMC=Number of major components 
NRND:::NRO-NDEP 
NRO=Number of rows in matrix 
PT=Total pressure in atmospheres 
S298:::Entropy of component at 298 K 
S3000=Entropy of component at:.·3000 K 
SA=Total number of moles of product and reactant 
SAMAX=Maximum number of moles of product which could exist 
SUSX=Sum of the moles of each component times its entropy 
SX=Entropy of each component at some temperature other than 
298 K of 30000 K 
T=Temperature in K 
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